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Abstract

The hypothesis underlying this study, is that works of the western musical tradition using

simple non-developmental procedures, are at their best capable of producing profound and

enduring musical experiences. The study focuses on non-developmental music of the

Twentieth Century, in particular, works by Erik Satie, Arvo Part, and Francis Poulenc.

The body of the thesis is divided into two parts. Part I begins with an explication of the

ideas which have shaped the critical approach; the presentation of a perspective on the

nature of the musical experience; and a description of the analytic method which has been

adopted. Having defined the approach, the non-developmental style is differentiated from

the developmental style in terms of its procedures and its temporal structure. This is

achieved by analysing a developmental work 'in action', and contrasting this with an

abstract account of a work using non-developmental procedures: conclusions are then

drawn on those things which define developmental and non-developmental processes.

In Part IT, selected works of non-developmental music are analysed in detail, using a

processive form of analysis which reflects the way in which music moves through time.

The analyses reveal some of the ways music can be effectively organised using non

developmental procedures. Consideration is given to what is characteristic, distinctive,

and powerful in the design and sentiment of the music examined. The thesis concludes

with a bringing together of ideas about what is engaging, enduring and unique in non

developmental music, with some thoughts on possible limitations of the style and matters

for further study.
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Preface

Simplicity in music, when it is not merely the simplistic in disguise, is generally regarded

as something to be valued. As a favourable quality it implies economy and discernment,

the ability on the composer's part to eliminate the superfluous, or turn the seemingly banal

. or familiar into something of great power. But in academia, music which uses simplicity

as an all encompassing compositional principle, is often regarded with disdain. Even

when it is appreciated, it is more often felt to be simply charming or quaint. In a recent

experience of my own, the kind of prejudice which is common was brought sharply into

focus. In the rejection of a composition for voice and string quartet which had been

submitted for performance, the writer stated:

To us your setting of the poem does not seem at all inspired. As well, the piece seeJ.11S
harmonically undeveloped... But most important of all I don't believe you yet have a sufficient
grasp of writing for strings. The result is quite bald - more in the nature of four-part hymnal
writing rather than the adventurous sonorities and textures which you might have employed.

Now what the writer has said is mostly accurate observation, but unfortunately this

observation is couched in negative critical terms. The underlying assumptions are clear:

I. non-development is a negative structural principle.

2. sparsity as an aesthetic goal is contrary to artistic quality.

3. exploiting the range of sonorities and textures available is aesthetically valid, but to not

do so is the reverse.

It seems reasonable to assume that the critic has not endeavoured to investigate the work

within its terms of reference, exposing its underlying assumptions as they are revealed in

the music; and assessing how successfully they are rendered. Instead.: a crude form of

stylistic criticism has been undertaken which amounts to little more than prejudice. A

similar kind of prejudice is exhibited by Carl Dahlhaus in his work Analysis and Value

Judgement, where he maintains that:

A listener capable of doing justice to a Beethoven symphony is generally equipped to cope
withthe musical issues of a poptune, butthe reverse is not true.!

The idea behind this comment seems to be that for the person who is able to digest and

respond to complex musical structures, simple ones provide no problem. But this does not

follow. Understanding music is not justa matter of being able to isolatethe components

I Carl Dahlhaus, Analysis and Value Judgement (New York: Pendragon Press 1983).6
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of the structure, noting the relationships, the design, and assimilating these as the music

proceeds. Whilst it is clear these things are an important part of the listening process, this

view ignores the fact that music which is simpler in nature has different aesthetic goals,

and therefore requires a different listening approach or approaches. The person who

listens almost exclusively to the music of Mozart, Haydn and Brahrnsand similar

composers, in which the power often lies in a process of dynamic action, will likely as not

find music composed along completely different lines such as rock music, Gregorian

Chant, and other music based on more repetitive procedures, difficult to understand.

Whether the best of Brahrns is better than the best rock music has to offer, or sixteenth

century vihuela music for that matter, is not as simple as some would have us believe. I

am not claiming that all music is equally good 'in its own way', but it is clear to me that

those who do champion the great masters of old over music of other cultures, or more

importantly for this study, over much that has arisen out of the western art music tradition,

are more often than not speaking about something with which they have had little

acquaintance.

The thesis in its essence, is that music which is based on non-developmental principles, is

at its best capable of an experience equal to that produced by the more complex

masterworks of the so called western art music tradition. In particular, the non

developmental music which forms the substance of this thesis is taken from the post

romantic era.

The thesis is divided into two parts, each of which has three chapters. In Chapter I the

critical approach, procedure and presentation is clarified, with reference to those ideas that

have shaped the thesis. In Chapter IT and Chapter Ill, the concept of the developmental

aesthetic is differentiated from that of non-developmental music through close analysis of

material from two works: Brahnis' Clarinet Quintet in B minor op. 115, and Poulenc's

Stabat Mater. The latter work is particularly illuminating, because of its use of functional

harmonic processes, which represent the dividing line between what can be defined as

developmental, and that which can not.

The second part deals with the main substance of the thesis, involving detailed analysis

of selected works. The pieces which have been chosen for detailed analysis are Satie's

Gnossienne 4, Arvo Part's An den Wassem zu Babel Si:Ij3en wir und weinten, ana the sixth

movement from Poulenc's Stabat Mater. The three pieces represent the continuum of the

non-developmental aesthetic, ranging from the relative stasis of An den Wassem zu Babel,

through to the short range progressive motion of Poulenc's Stabat Mater. In addition the

pieces reveal the exploration of three distinct sentiments: the religious, the tragic, and the

melancholic.
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Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisor, Mr John Barker, for his

assistance, patience, and his ability to create an atmosphere in which ideas could always
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I

Introduction

The Critical Attitude

The kind of study on which I intend to embark .is critical in its scope. Musical criticism, in

the way in which I mean the term, expresses a manner of approaching the musical

experience, broad in concept, and involving a particular quality of mind, so that one can

speak of the critical faculty or attitude. I will define more closely what I see to be the

components which make up this faculty in due course, but before doing this I would like

to consider the term as seen by some other writers. Leonard Meyer, in his preface to

Explaining Music, defines the term in the following way:

As I intend the term, criticism seeks to explain how the structure and process of a particular
composition are related to the competent listener's comprehension of it. And just as the
literary critic need not explicitly consider questions of value -exhibit the greatness of King
Lear, or demonstrate the brilliance of Middlemarch - but is content for these to remain
implicit in his analysis... so the music critic need not expressly inquire about the excellence of
the compositions he chooses to discuss:'

With this view the main function of criticism is explanation, in particular, of the workings

of an individual composition, with considerations of value being relegated to implicit

assumptions. But as a result there is little appreciable difference between what can be

described as critical activity, and that with which the analyst is traditionally concerned.

The place of value in this definition is to my mind closer to that associated with analysis

per se, and as Meyer expounds further on the subject it becomes apparent that he views

the question of value with a certain disdain:

Moreover, since he (the critic) deals for the most part with works by acknowledged masters, it
seems a bit pretentious for the critic to take as his main task an examination of the virtues of
compositions by Bach or Beethoven, Haydn or Handel2

To say the least, this is a questionable reason for avoiding an explicit consideration of

value; after all, many analyses, even when they are of works by the "acknowledged

I Leonard B. Meyer, Explaining Music:(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), x.
2 Ibid. .
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masters", are not necessarily studies of what are considered to be great works. The critic,

by bringing the full weight of his musical experience to bear, has the potential to offer

fascinating and informative insights on the possible values of a musical experience. And

in saying this you may notice that I have tacitly drawn a distinction between value and

evaluation or judgement: it is possible and informative to speculate upon and point to

what is of value in music, without giving a definitive judgement as to relative greatness.

The definition, as quoted above, suffers not just from a failure to do justice to the

question of value, but also from the view that criticism is concerned only with the

particulars of a single composition. The limitation of this approach is brought into focus

when critical analysis, which Meyer views as synonymous with criticism, is contrasted

with style analysis, the former being defined as a concern with the particulars of a work as

we saw, the latter, as an explication of normative procedures, revealing relationships

between works, and thereby being essentially comparative and abstract in nature.j' The

mistake, as I see it, is to view critical analysis as synonymous with criticism when the

former is being contrasted with style analysis. The distinction fails to appreciate the

broader encompassing aesthetic approach which criticism defined in a generic sense can

yield: both the analysis of style, .and that of the particulars of a single work, can benefit

from being approached in a critical way, as opposed to one which is purely analytical.

The distinction between the critical and analytic way of dealing with music is

considered in an alternative view presented by Ian Bent.4 Bent defines criticism through

comparison with analysis per se. Whilst recognising the ongoing debate within both the

critical and analytic disciplines as to the relative merits of description and judgement,

Bent ultimately defines the difference as one of emphasis:

In general, analysis is more concerned with describing than with judging. Most analysis
arrives ultimately at the point that the judicial critic has reached when he has perceived to his
own satisfaction the artistic 'conception' and is about to present judgement. In this sense,
analysis goes less far than criticism, and it does so essentially because it aspires to objectivity,
andconsiders judgement to .be subjective.J

Bent also points to the more intuitive faculty. which comes to bear in a critical approach as

a result. But again the distinction is seen as a matter of emphasis:

...a critic's response is often highly informed and made in the light of technical knowledge: the
analyst's definable elements (a phrase, a motif etc.) are often defined by subjective conditions.
To say that analysis consists of technical operations and criticism of human responses is thus
an oversimpllfication.f

3 Ibid., 6-7.
4 Ian Bent with Williarn Drabkin, The New Grove Handbook in Music Analysis, 3-4.
5 Ibid., 4.
6 Ibid.
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Finally, a distinction is made between the predominant mode of presentation: criticism

favours the written word, whilst analysis leans more towards graphic representation and

the annotated score. This distinction is obviously related to the difference in function that

the two approaches to musical enquiry perform.

Assuming that 'description' is considered to be interchangeable with 'explanation', as is

evident in the larger context of Bent's discussion, I find this second view of criticism with

its broad, more aesthetic based approach to musical enquiry, and the particular emphasis it

gives to intuition, to be ultimately more compelling. The essential difference between this

and Meyer's view hinges on the question of value, and the broader implications that a

consideration of value has for criticism. Meyer has simply differentiated two ways of

using the same data, whereas Bent has hinted at the greater involvement of the personal

response and experience which comes to bear with criticism: criticism places greater

emphasis on data other than that which is derived directly from within the work.

* * * *

The Critic as arbiter ofvalue

It will be apparent from the foregoing discussion that I believe room must be made for

value in a critical approach, that value lies at the heart of the matter. The music critic not

only wants to describe the essential details of music being studied, or explain why a motif.

or a chord has been placed in a particular way at a particular point, but in addition he

wants to understand the cause of its interest or its impact: explanation in the aesthetic

sense. The answers can be many, and they may include aspects which are not objectively

verifiable by reference to the work: value by its nature, resides in neither the work nor the

listener, but arises from an interaction between the two.

I have also pointed to the fact that an explicit consideration of value does not have to

includejudgement as such. There is a difference between isolating the relative merits of a

work or style, and delving into those things in a musical experience which may have the

potential to entertain, enlighten, engage or excite; thus, without making a pronouncement

as to success or failure, greatness or mediocrity, the critic can still provide insight into

matters which are properly concerned with value.

Having drawn this distinction, however, I ani not wishing to imply that evaluation does

not or should not play a part in critical activity. It is possible and useful, for example, to

consider the success of a work within its own terms, the critic's job in this instance being

to probe into what the premises of a work are, and decide how well they are adhered to.

With the analysis of a style, comparison will be involved, and the critic will be looking for

a work that encapsulates its essence to perfection. At a broader level still, judgement of

the style itself, where it avoids unqualified prejudice, may also be of value. Despite the
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current vogue for the 'politically correct', in which, theoretically, no one thing is ever

considered to be of more value than another, it is fair to say that wherever one looks,

value systems are in operation; for example, within a society, at its various levels of

organisation, and within its different strata, certain objects or activities are valued, not

only differently, but more or less so than others. What is valued and for what reason is

never set in concrete, but it is inevitable that a hierarchy exists. It is simply in the nature

of the species to view things in this way: few would dispute, for example, that in

education pride of place should be given to the ability to read and write - these abilities
. .

are necessary for survival in the modem world. There is limited time, and consequently,

limited goals and achievements, so that some kind of value system is necessary in order to

proceed..

On the smallest everyday level we are constantly, but unconsciously, making decisions

about what information to absorb and what to ignore. In the field of art also, and more

specifically for our purposes, in the musical domain, we consistently construct some sort

of order out of the vast amount of material to which we are exposed, by comparing and

eliminating. Without this faculty the listener, teacher, student or performer, would be

unable to sift through the vast amount of musical literature that is available, and thereby

concentrate their energies on that which will be most rewarding according to the particular

task in hand.

When it comes to the aesthetic appreciation of music it is the critic, who perhaps above

all others, informally defines, and subtly modifies what is viewed as the musical canon;

championing one work, questioning another, applying the critical faculty to old and new

alike, providing a body of works from which others begin their investigations, whatever

they may be. The. musical canon is in a constant state of flux, and the role of the critic

therefore is not just to champion new works or styles, but to re-evaluate those which are

already held in high esteem. Often then it is a matter of affirming the status of a work by

shedding new light or added weight to what are perceived as its particular marvels.

The function which underlies all true critical activity, therefore, is not simply

description or explanation, although both occupy much of the substance of a critical

discourse, but an explication of value. At the one extreme there is the judgement, a

pronouncement as to the relative value of a work or style; at the other, the critic's scope is

more limited, the fundamental goal being to pinpoint those things which must be

understood for appreciation to take place.

A further division can also be drawn within the evaluative approach. At one extreme,

the judgement will be based on a set of criteria, obviously subjectively defined, that

speculate on what it is that differentiates a great work (or less commonly style) from a

mediocre or even a bad one. At the other extreme the criteria for judgement will be based
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on perceived premises in a particular work, or style, a coherent realisation of which

determining success or failure.

* * * *

The Critic as Artist

The good critic like the good artist is a rare creature. Where the artist responds to life with

a peculiar intensity, and is able to capture and shape his emotional impressions so that

they become expressed, so too does the critic treat the substance of art. John Middleton

Murry maintains that there is an important connection between .critical and artistic

activity:

The critic... must be to some extent a creative artist in his criticism.... The first part of his
work is to convey the effect, the whole intellectual and emotional impression made by the
work he is criticizing... in this respect his task is analogous to that of the creative writer.
Instead of trying to communicate the emotions liberated in him by the primrose, or life as one
mysterious whole, he is trying to recreate in his reader the peculiar emotion aroused in him by
a work of literature."

What is to be appreciated here is that both critical and creative activities are underpinned

by an intense personal response, and that without this response, i.e. the artist to the world,

the critic to a work of art, there is little of value to be communicated. Now this idea of

conveying "the whole intellectual and emotional impression made by the work" is difficult

enough to achieve when dealing with literature, but with music it may be more so because

the impression made by musical symbols are less easily expressed in language.f Even so,

the music critic can and should attempt to convey the essence of the musical experience,

so that a strong relationship is formed between the work and the analysis. Without this

relationship the whole exercise will inevitably seem barren and irrelevant: it is after all the

"intellectual and emotional impression" of the music with which the critic is ultimately

concerned.

We can also discern here that the relationship between art and criticism is important in

another way: both have to engage the reader or listener, and if they do not, then the work

will be wanting in some respect. With criticism this ability to draw the reader in rests to a

large extent· on the perceptions and insights which it offers of the work under

contemplation; but nevertheless, aesthetic considerations come into play with regard to

the technique of exposition: good criticism is not simply a matter of providing insight, but

being able to deliver it in a compelling and forceful way. The critic realises that an idea is

7 J. Middleton Murry, The Problem ofStyle, (London: Oxford University Press, 1922),7. '
8 Naturally the task has its difficulties in literature as well. for the language which it uses is different in kind
to that of discourse.
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no good if it is badly expressed, and so he is concerned, like the artist, with structure,

pace, timing and language. The critic has an idea or a perception, and he wants his readers

not only to understand it, but to be stimulated by it. The idea is informed by a particular

impression which a work of art has had on him, and the intention therefore is to draw the

reader through his criticism back into the experience of the work, but with a new insight

into its powers, or an affirmation of them. This is achieved by what Middleton Murry calls

a "net of intellectual conceptions ,,9 with which the critic surrounds the work. The critic is

himself an artist in miniature, and this is so because his emotional impressions, and more

generally, his intellectual and emotional experience of life and art, have informed .. the

critical process at every stage.

The danger, and it is not unique to the critic, is that in wishing to convey his thoughts

with power and authority, he may all too often be guilty of attempting to bewilder the

reader with technical jargon, and an exaggerated vocabulary, or in music, by presenting

complex and impressive graphic. display as well. More often than not this is simply a

shield with which to hide an absence of strong ideas and perceptions. Middleton Murry

describes a similar condition as it presents itself in the creative writer:

Wordsworth's later poetry may serve as an example of a barren idiosyncrasy of style, when a
habit of language or expression is no longer informed by keen perceptions and compelling
emotions. 10

In a similar way the critic's discourse also must be informed with "keen perceptions and

compelling emotions" in order for it to be convincing. These perceptions and emotions,

however, are different in kind from that of the artist, for they are concerned with a

different material, and they perform a different function.

* * * *

The Musical Experience

The conception of value upon which this thesis is based, rests on the idea that there is a

perceived relationship between music, and the world as it is apprehended emotionally and

intellectually. Now the precise nature or mechanism of this relationship is a matter of

constant debate, but few would disagree that an important part of music's value, and art in,
general, is that in some symbolic way it draws on, refers to, and illuminates in some way

this apprehension of the world, and that it is our ability to respond to this that allows an

aesthetic experience to take place. But it is clear that what is generally achieved by music

9 J. Middleton Murry, The Problem ofStyle, 30.
10 lbid., 19.
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is not the arousal of an emotion or a complex thereof; for the mode of response associated

with music is unlikely to approximate the violence of those emotions felt in relation to

every day situations. We may..therefore, recognise a piece of music as being symbolic or

representative of a particular mental state, such as melancholy, aggression, or sadness, but

we do not expect to come away feeling these particular emotions with the force of a 'real'

event or action. If our emotions are aroused by a work ofart, so that we feel depressed or

genuinely upset, it is likely that this is more to do with the state of our own mind prior to

the experience of the work; if, for example, we listen to a requiem with some traumatic

event weighing heavily on the mind, we will. probably respond in an overtly emotional

way. Having said all this, the fact that music can on such occasions move us over the edge

as it were, reaffirms the observation that the aesthetic response is intimately connected

with the symbolic representation of states of mind.

Middleton Murry maintains that a "true idiosyncrasy of style", as applied to a work of

literature, or group of works, is the expression of a "strong and decisive and original

emotion" or "mode of experience", and that the success or failure of the work resides in

the ability of the author, or composer for our purposes, to compel language to express the

particular mode of experience concerned.U With the articulation of this concept of art a

distinction is made between a true and a false idiosyncrasy of style; in other words, that

which is mere posturing, or unique in the broadest sense, and that which reveals a strong

and moving experience. A failure to make this distinction has led to an unproductive

concern with developing an individual style, irrespective of whether it is of any particular

aesthetic value.

In order for a work to achieve value it must not only emanate from an originating

emotion, but the audience must be able to identify with or engage in the particular mode

of experience being articulated. As Malcolm Budd has put it:

... the fact that our ordinary human sympathies and antipathies are engaged by expressive
music is dependent not merely on our being made aware of a state of mind by the music, but
on our entering imaginatively into that state of mind or on our experiencing imaginatively a
sympathetic or antipathetic response to that state of mind. Hence it is indeed true that we can
experience the state of mind a musical passage expresses ...12

Whether we speak of a state of mind, an originating emotion, or some other quality of

human experience, the importance of the connections between the experienced world and

the work are undeniable.

* * * *

11 tua., 21.
12 Malcolm Budd. Music and Emotion, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985), 149-150.
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Functionalism and Aestheticism

In reality, music as with any art, is seen as valuable for different reasons, dependent in

degrees on the attitude and cultural experience of the audience, i.e., what is brought to the

work, and the nature or the inherent qualities of the work itself. John Rahn in his essay,

What is valuable in art, and can music still achieve it? makes a further distinction

between what music is valuable for and what is valuable in music.l ' This draws a line

between the musical work experienced as a functional or. utilitarian object, and

alternatively, as something contemplated independently of its probable functions, so that it

transcends this earthly state. In the transcendent condition the experience of music can be

said to give way to an aesthetic response. An aesthetic response, therefore, is

differentiated as a manner of approaching a thing whereby its functional aspects, if there

are any, are bypassed.

The functions of music are many, but two categories need differentiating so that the

aesthetic response may be better disengaged. The first category concerns pedagogical

music, for example, a musical study, a work which is regarded as innovative, or a piece of

music which serves as a model for students of counterpoint. Clearly here there is no

confusion between aesthetics and function, as music appreciated purely for its pedagogical

purpose does not involve a response, other than perhaps the feeling associated with

respect for a composer's technical achievement. Nevertheless, confusion does sometimes

arise when, for example, there is a failure to distinguish music which is valuable for its

innovative qualities, from that which is aesthetically rewarding.

The second category constitutes music whose function arises from accumulated

associations; for example, music which has a personal significance because it evokes a

specific memory of another time, place or situation, or music which serves a political or

social end, such as a national anthem.!" With the associative function a' response is

elicited, but it is different in kind to that which can be regarded as aesthetic: the response

as it relates to the function alone, is generated by external associations. 15 With functional

music, or music which is appreciated for its applied function, the emphasis is not on the

symbolic power of the music as music, but rather, attention is drawn away from the work,

with the value stemming from that to which the music refers or for which it can be used.

13 John Rahn, "What is valuable in art, and can music still achieve it?", PNM, 2712, (Summer, 1989J, 7.
14 In the case of music which is appreciated for its accumulated personal associations, the music is merely
a vehicle for the stimulation of a potent memory, and as such, even. if one were to say the response was
aesthetic, although I believe that a nostalgic response is noticeably distinct from an aesthetic one to the
experienced listener. it is the memory which is being responded to, not the music. Similarly. for those who
listen to music by conjuring descriptive scenes, the music merely becomes an accompaniment to their own
fantastic day dreams, so that the principle stimulus is the imagined scene, not the work.
15 With music which performs a social or political function there is an emblematic quality: a national
anthem, for example, is used to arouse a sense of pride in ones country, and it can do this by association
rather than through the music's inherent symbolic power.
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With mixed media, such as dance or film, we may also perceive a functional aspect to

the music, but this is not strictly so. Although in this case the music is intended to perform

a subordinate role, becoming an accompaniment to the action on the screen or the stage, it

is still an essential part of the aesthetic design, subject to different laws of composition as

film music or dance music. It is possible therefore to maintain that a piece of music is

aesthetically valid as film music, but not so when experienced as music alone, and so an

evaluation will differ according to the approach taken.

Finally, there is the case of song. With song the music may be related to the text in

three different ways: the music may oppose the text for ironic effect, it may be indifferent,

or it may be in complete harmony, revealing a convincing perspective of the text. In the

first case, where thereis a perceived ironic purpose this can become a powerful expressive

idea. But where the music is simply indifferent, the lack of connection .between word and

music could grate, and therefore influence the aesthetic response negatively. A similar

situation occurs when a positive response to a song is eroded through an awareness that

the lyrics are full of empty platitudes: this is particularly true of much rock music.

However, the effect can often be only temporary, and as the words begin to loose their

semantic meaning the negative aspects of the effect are eroded; in fact, in many cases rock

lyrics are not intended to be listened to closely: it is the sonorous effect that is important.

Where a strong connection exists between text and music it is possible that the

appreciation of a particular song may be enhanced, but it is unlikely that a strong

connection will override the necessities of the music. Even if we manage to explain away

a particular moment that seems musically questionable because it supposedly expresses

the sentiment of the text, any feeling that it is justified aesthetically will likely as not fade

away as the text becomes absorbed into the music. This is because ultimately with song

the text is subservient to the music, and so in many cases it becomes a peripheral concern:

you can have a good song with a bad text, but not a good song with bad music. When a

knowledge of the text is felt to enhance an already successful song, there is still a question

as to what is taking place. For example, it could be that the appreciation is taking place on

an intellectual level, somehow removed from the song as it is experienced; or it may be

that one is able to switch between the .song experienced as music, and as an

accompaniment to the text, the text becoming the main focus in the latter case. Taking

these thoughts into consideration, the aesthetic status of a text, be it an evocative title or

setting of a poem, as it bears on the music of this thesis, is not given explicit

consideration. This is because in my experience of this music, a knowledge of the text has

added little to the aesthetic value of the experience, and neither has it detracted.

* * * *
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The Enduring Qualities ofMusic

Musical works, perhaps more so than some other forms of art, can be contemplated again

and again without diminishing returns. And although it is by no means a sign of

superiority that one prefers to listen to one work more often than another, the inability of

music to either make a lasting, favourable aesthetic impression, or to create a desire for

repeated hearings, must indicate that the object of contemplation is of questionable or

limited value. In my own experience, and in those of others, listening to a particular piece

many times in a row, or on a regular basis with aesthetic pleasure is not at all uncommon.

Leonard B Meyer, however, questions the ability of music to have the capacity to move

when one has been fully saturated in the experience.l? Meyer's theoretical base for this

conclusion rests on the idea that musical meaning is inextricably linked to the

communication of information, and to elaborate this view he applies elements of

information theory. Briefly, with information theory, music is seen as a probabilistic

system, in which successive musical events imply possibilities for continuation, and the

extent to which these implications are fulfilled or denied is in direct relation to the amount

of information supplied: the more probable an event, or means by which it arises, the less

information is derived from its realisation; thus, information and probability have an

inverse relationship. In turn, informationgives rise to musical meaning or significance as

tautology does not; thus, a musical event will be more meaningful if its probability is low,

and less so if its probability is high.l?

With this theory of musical value the question which arises is how a work is able to be

reheard with enjoyment, subsequent to the unexpected events becoming expected through

repeated listenings. In answer to this question Meyer advances several reasons as to why a

work will sustain repeated hearings: 18

1. Many implications are missed through a number of hearings as we only come' to

remember the various components of a structure gradually, and the complexities of their

implications are appreciated subsequent to a detailed knowledge of these events.

2. The mind tends to regularise the irregular and forget the less well structured parts of a

work, sothat it may not be grasped after numerous hearings.

3. The learned habit responses which come into play when listening to music are modified

by subsequent musical experiences, so that when we return to a familiar work our

expectations may be subtly modified.

4. A new interpretation of a work will provide necessary variation so that we may again

listen to the work anew.

16 Leonard B. Meyer, Music the Arts and Ideas, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967),42-53.
17 Ibid., 5-21 . .
18 Ibid., 46-48.
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5. A person may enter into a familiar work by suspending his knowledge of the syntactic

structure, so that he may believe in the surprises of the music, and enjoy them as on earlier

occasions, even though they -have been heard before. The ability will, however, be

difficult to sustain as familiarity with the work grows.

The reasons Meyer has given as necessary for music to continue to fascinate over time,

are ultimately concerned with the idea of novelty, and thus, they attempt to explain why

the complexities of a work take time to be fully understood. When novelty ceases to exist,

i.e., the identities and implications of the musical material are fully known, music by this

view will no longer have the capacity to move; it will to all intents and purposes cease to

have meaning. This has implications for the simpler music which forms the basis for this

thesis, and it is no surprise when Meyer concludes:

Assuming that two works are generally of the same quality of excellence, it is I think, clear
that the more complex can be reheard with enjoyment more often than the simpler. 19

This view seems to contradict experience, and if this thesis is to have merit, a notion such

as this must be put to rest. The desire for novelty, the existence of which is not to be

denied, does not preclude the desire for the familiar; The reason we rehear a particular

piece of music with enjoyment is something that itself changes, or to put it another way,

what is enjoyed in a new experience is in certain respects different from that enjoyed in an

old one. With an unfamiliar work, we return because there is a peculiar excitement

associated with new and untrodden terrain; with the familiar, we return because the

experience, conceivably fully understood, is one in which we like to engage. No amount

of listening will change this, unless our taste, or what we find rewarding changes. We may

draw an analogy with the differences between infatuation and love, or a new friendship

and an old one: there is a peculiar delight attained from the first condition, which is

different in kind from that which. is derived from the second, where the sheen of the new,
has faded. The same observation applies to Meyer's assertion that composers change their

styles, and that performers change their interpretations, because familiarity at some stage

leads to diminished pleasure.20 In expounding this idea Meyer draws on the idea of the

cliche, but as Tovey has demonstrated, a cliche in the pejorative sense, is not an idea

which has lost its effectiveness through being used too often, but rather, it is an old idea

which has been used unintelllgently.U

19 1bid 51
20 Ibid:: 50-51.

.21 Donald Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis. Vol. 11/: Concertos, (London: Oxford University Press,
1936),7-8.
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Finally, Meyer points to our ability to forget, as a reason for returning to a work with

which we are thoroughly acquainted. But this seems contrary to the facts.22 The reason we

go back to music is because of what we remember, not what we have forgotten. In this,

Meyer's theory as it relates to the rehearing of music, misconstrues the scope of

information as an analogy for musical communication. The kind of information which

music imparts is clearly different in kind to the sort of information we absorb from

discursive texts. With a work which conveys information of a factual nature, we. return

because of something dimly remembered, or because some important detail has escaped

us. But music is not like this; appreciated aesthetically, it does not have this clearly
. .

defined utility or functional dimension. With music we enjoy the experience of absorbing

the 'information', it is not a means to something else in the way a principally factual or

theoretical work is: one does not return to an essay primarily for the experience, although

one might enjoy the author's style.

To summarise, the idea that the enjoyment of music dim'inishes with time, and simpler

music more quickly than that which is complex, suffers form two main errors. Firstly, it

falsely interprets a desire for novelty or the new experience as precluding the desire and

appreciation of thatwhich is utterly familiar. Secondly, it views musical communication

as the conveyance of information, but in doing so it stretches the analogy beyond its

applicability, failing to recognise that the particular kind of communication which

characterises music is different in kind from information that is derived from discursive

matter.

* * * *

Complexity and Simplicity

. Whether a musical structure is described as simple or complex has to do with the level of

diversity and density of the musical fabric: a piece which possesses a sparse texture, very

few melodic and harmonic patterns, and just one or two rhythmic units, can be said to be

composed using simple means. And if we are to assume that the lasting power of a work

is not to do with musical implications which are still to be recognised, or forgotten

relationships and patterns, then room is made for music composed of simple means to

have enduring value. In order for the aesthetic value of music to endure, therefore, it is

simply a matter of the musical experience, understood in all its detail, being enjoyed by

the listener. When a work fails to maintain lasting appeal it may be because of a change in

taste, an obsession with the new, or perhaps because compositional flaws come to be

22 Leonard B. Meyer, Music the Arts and Ideas, 53.
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revealed with familiarity or through the development of musical understanding on the part

of the listener. However, not all music is of equal value, and even though we may view

music within its terms of reference, i.e., we may consider music that is of low intensity, or

that is lightweight as good of its kind, the question remains as to what it is that produces a

profound musical experience.

Although it is not usually felt that complexity, as it is exhibited in a well composed

work, is a sufficient condition for a powerful aesthetic experience, it.is usually felt to be a

necessary condition. The reason for believing this is that the complexity of the emotional

.and intellectual life is felt to be revealed by the complexity of the musical structure. And

whilst I am willing to admit that there may be a level of simplicity at which the scope for

effect becomes limited, for example, a single tone or small group of tones, may lack

sufficient diversity to create an engaging musical experience, music which can be

described as simple generally provides the means to create aesthetic experiences of the

highest order: it is a basic assumption of this thesis, that a work composed using few.

elements, can be as profound as a recognised masterpiece such as the Eroica Symphony.

A balanced structure which involves diverse elements of rhythm, harmony and interval

etc., may be felt to have a greater ability to represent the complexities of the emotional

world, but pragmatically this cannot be the case: the seemingly simplest melody can have

the most profound effect. One thing is clear; however, and that is that a complex structure

will always be impressive from at least one perspective; for complex structures involve

compositional virtuosity, or a form of mental gymnastics in order that the diverse

elements be balanced. One cannot write contrapuntal music or control a large scale

developmental work without a high degree of musical training. We may admire a

musician's ability to create a work of this kind, but this does not mean that the result will

necessarily' be aesthetically rewarding. If it is technical ability which we admire, the focus

has changed from one of an aesthetic response to a work, to admiration of a composer's

mental capacities.23

The problem with the idea of complexity is that it usually refers to the sophistication of

technique, and the diversity of materials used, rather than the intricacies and subtleties

which. can arise from the careful arrangement of even the simplest and seemingly barren

materials. With even a few materials, patterns can be created which have the complexity
. .

necessary to mirror or illuminate in some way the intangible qualities of the emotionally

23 Whilst the expressive range of a composer may be limited by his technique, or his ability to work with
complex elements. this does not mean that he will be unable to create great works of art: the level of
achievement in a work does not increase in proportion to the sophistication of the technique. or of virtuosic
mental abilities. The necessary skill of an artist is to be able to conceive of a strong idea, be sensitive to its
potentials, and to have the means to give it form. The means may involve techniques which are generally

. difficult to master or it may not. The skill of a composer or the aesthetic value of a work, therefore, cannot
be measured primarily by technical accomplishment. but by the aesthetic impact of the work, not the level of
mentalagility required to create it.
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and intellectually apprehended world. In relation to the visual arts, Peter Fuller makes a

similar point when discussing the magnificence of the Medici Mamluk carpet:

I rate it [the Medici Mam/uk] as one of the most stunning and beautiful artefacts on which I
have ever set eyes... Only three colours are used... The design involves three great octagonal
medallions, each of which organises a square field in which a myriad of decorative geometric
devices shimmer. Anyone who simply looks receptively will derive the most intensely
sensuous visual stimulation from it; but it will be a stimulation which merges with symbolic
suggestion, illusion and allusion.24

It is apparent that the richness of "symbolic suggestion, illusion and allusion" is achieved

using simple means, and to a less discerning eye the intricacies of a work such as this

might be overlooked. With non-developmental musical structures, the techniques used to

give shape to the music are not as complex as those from which developmental works are

made, at least in appearance, but the patterns themselves are infinitely intricate when an

experience is profound. What must be' appreciated is the level of significance that an

individual element has in a work composed of these simple means and materials; what,

for example, are commonly regarded as secondary features may have a pivotal role.

In summary, music which is characterised by its use of apparently simple designs, and

composed from the barest materials, may in fact be made up of patterns which are to all

intensive purposes highly complex and intricate, and therefore capable of creating some of

the most powerful aesthetic experiences. We may still see the music as ostensibly simple,

but the fact that it is able to elicit a profound aesthetic response indicates that it has hidden

complexities.

* * * *

The CriticallMethodological Approach '

The critical approach for this thesis is aesthetic in nature, but more precisely, the concern

is with works of 'high intensity', i.e., music that is powerful, moving or profound, rather

than that which is felt to provide only entertainment, or distraction. A fundamental

concern underpinning the approach is the question of value. However, despite a belief that

there is a place for critical judgement, the emphasis here is a positive one, so that rather

than taking a selection of works and examining them for their relative merits, the music

chosen for analysis has been selected on the basis that it provides an aesthetically

rewarding experience; thus, the starting point for analysis is an assumption, based on a

24 Peter Fuller, Images a/God. (London: Hog~h Press. 1990) 245.
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personal response, that the music being analysed is successful, and the criticism is

intended to demonstrate some of the reasons which make this so.

Part one of the thesis is properly speaking stylistic in approach, where the aim is

principally to show those qualities which distinguish development from non-development,

rather than to show the particularities of the work under consideration, and their aesthetic

function. The second part is less concerned with generalised stylistic features, and more

with individual modes of experience, and how they unfold in time. The result of these two

objectives is that the analyses have not all taken the same form; however, the pervasive

approach has been to present the analysis in a way that represents the music as it unfolds

in time. To quote Charles Rosen:

To point to the r~currence of one short motif, and even to remark on its role in the
development of the work, while ignoring its dynamic qualities - its use for musical action - is
to forget that music takes place in time. In too much writing on music, a work appears like a
large system of inter-relationships in which the order, the intensity, and, above all, the
direction of the relations are of secondary, and even negligible, consideration.P

The situation described above arises because of analysts' preoccupation with

demonstrating unity; but even in this the approach fails: to note relationships between one

section and another does not mean that they arise in a coherent fashion. With music

composed of simple means continuity is still a concern, but unity is almost self

demonstrating. The emphasis of analysis then has to be on the reasons behind the shaping

and arrangement of the various elements, not simply relationships, and this is obviously

the sort of analysis Rosen is encouraging. To reveal these sort of details, the detailed

analyses of the non-developmental works found in part two, follow a processive or

narrative structure, so that the implications and expectations of the music are considered

as they arise chronologically. A similar approach has also been used for much of the

analysis of Brahms' Clarinet Quintet, because only through a processive analysis can the

gradual evolutionary nature of the developmental style be revealed. With all the analyses

undertaken there follows several paragraphs of comment, in which the scattered

observations and insights are brought together and enhanced.

In regard to graphs and examples the attempt at all times has been to keep things simple,

As a basic principle, anything in the way of graphs that would require interpretation has

been avoided as much as possible. In most cases I have chosen to use annotated scores

rather than Schenker-style graphs (where they might be of use), because this reveals what

is going on at a glance. Where graphic notation has been used I have stuck to the barest

25 Charles Rosen The Classical Style, (London: Faber, 1971, RI976), 40.
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essentials, rather than trying to represent the intricacies of the music graphically: words

are better suited to this task.

Within the thesis a number of different. forms of analytic notation have been used,

according to necessity. Some being specific to the particular analysis in hand have been

explained in footnotes, or in small print underneath. For those that are generally

applicable here is a key:

Functional harmonic annotation:

I. key is indicated by a letter with a '-' indicating the minor form and a '+' indicating a the

major form

2. upper case roman numerals: major/augmented triads

3. lower case roman numerals: minor/diminished triads

4. altered roots are indicated by a flat or # in front of the numeral,

5. in a minor key, the flattened sixth and sharpened seventh degrees are taken as

normative for purposes of annotation, except for the augmented sixths which are written

in the traditional way, i.e. bVI#65, bVI#6, etc. whether occurring in a minor or a major key.

6. chords are labelled according to their function, rather than the way in which they are

written; for example, a German sixth written as a dominant seventh will be annotated as a
bVI#65.

7. with supertertian sonorities e.g. 7;9, II or 13, the precise make-up is only indicated if

there is an altered note present; for example, VB #9 in C minor.

8. a distinction is made between added notes and supertertian sonorities. With the latter,

the additional notes are heard to be extending the triad in thirds; e.g., an added second or

sixth to a tonic chord is quite different from the case of a dominant thirteenth or ninth

where the chord is usually built up in degrees. Added chords are annotated thus: +2, +4 etc.

Linear Annotation:

I. a straight line shows the movement of a single pitch.

2. a line with an arrowhead shows the voice-leading connection between two different

pitches.

3. a vertical curved line shows the appearance of the same note simultaneously in different

parts.

4. a bracketed note shows a note of the chord which does not actually appear.

A glossary has also been included, although many of the words have been defined in

greater detail along the way. However, in what follows, a general guide line is given

which is used to categorise the various degrees of tonal expression. The expression of

tonality occurs in different ways, and in different degrees, and it is the manner of that
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expression which distinguishes the tonality of non-developmental music from that of

developmental music.

1. Tonal assertion: this occurs when a key is suggested, but not reinforced with ,

subsequent definition through functional progression. We may, for example, simply have

a tonic chord above which a specific scale is used. Abrupt tonal shifts, for example, even

where there is the presence of a dominant chord, may still constitute tonal assertion, as

with a sequential type process. In non-developmental music, however, a key (and this

word is used to refer to a diatonic or a modal scale), may be asserted, and yet through the

lack of opposition one can say that the key is fully expressed non-developmentally. What

.is meant by this is that the specific tonality used is firmly imprinted on the mind, so that

there is an overwhelming sense of tonal stability, despite an absence of functional

harmony. A related situation is where a referential sonority or tonal pillar is used, i.e., a

tone, chord or pattern takes on the quality of a tonic simply through reiteration and

positioning. In this case there can be a static quality to the music, but with an underlying

restlessness, because no scale is in operation, or key is expressed.

2. Tonal definition: this state is effected when the music is felt to be in a key through the

use of a cadential progression, the expression of a scale, and often some sort of

hypermetric emphasis. DefiIlition usually requires more than the occurrence of a V-I

cadence, as this alone will not always eliminate other tonal possibilities. It should also be

noted that definition occurs in degrees, especially in developmental music.

3. Tonal affirmation or establishment: a key is affirmed when, after being defined, it is

reinforced by continuation into a further phrase, giving the key a hypermetric stress,

followed by a second affirming cadence. For example, in the first movement of Poulenc's

Stabat Mater (see Appendix, ex, 2), C# minor is defined by the cadential progression at

the end of the second phrase; however, C# minor is not affirmed because there is no final

cadence subsequently. The opening key of A minor, however, is affirmed with the first

final cadence. This is because the first phrase begins and ends in A minor, is reinforced by

a perfect cadence, and' continues into the next phrase so that it creates a further

hypermetric stress. An opening key, therefore, is in a unique position because it is not

opposed by a preceding key. In this case, therefore, the assertion of a key by the

articulation of the scale, and the use of functional progression is not opposed, and so the

definition and affirmation of a key become one and the same.

3. Tonal development: when a key is defined or affirmed over a broad time span, with

goal denial and/or tonal opposition, so that the expression of a tonality becomes a

dramatic event, with the need for increasingly stronger cadences, the tonality can be said

to be developing.
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Finally, owing to the sensitivity surrounding gender-specific language, I feel it necessary

to defend my position for using 'he' as an encompassing pronoun for male and female. I

have endeavoured where possible to avoid using 'he' at all, but where I have felt it

necessary, I have desisted from employing the now common his/her or he and she. The

reason for not doing so is aesthetic, but I wish to make it clear that he is intended to

include both genders.
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IT

The Developmental Style
Brahms: Quintet for clarinet and strings in B minor

(first movement exposition and development)

In music structured. along developmental lines, change has ascendancy over recurrence.

However, a crucial balance must be maintained, for if the new elements which are

introduced are too remote, or arise in too sudden manner, the essential evolutionary

quality of the music will be negated. Development, therefore, rests on the listener being

aware that one moment is an outgrowth of another. To say this is not simply to refer to the

·idea of aesthetic logic, or the feeling that a work proceeds in an inevitable way: with all

music we should be left with the feeling in retrospect that everything that occurred was

essential, and in keeping with the whole. What defines developmental music is a

particular temporal structure.. in which there is a sense of progression from one state of

affairs to another. Development, therefore, is an evolutionary and dramatic process.

The purpose of this analysis is to show a developmental work in action, revealing its

essential character, and the particular processes which are used to create it, i.e., the way in

which the parameters of rhythm, interval and harmony etc., are organised to create a style

that has a distinctly different temporal structure from that of non-developmental music.

Unlike the analyses which form the substance of part two of this thesis, this analysis is

more limited in its scope, avoiding considerations relating to the specific compositional

choices and their effect. Nevertheless, much of the' analysis is presented in a narrative

fashion, as it is only by this means that the evolutionary and dramatic character of .

development can be fully revealed.

* * * *

Exposition:jirstsubject

The developmental process is in evidence right from the opening bars of the quintet, with

the manipulation of several basic intervallic and rhythmic forms (refer ex.l below). The
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opening gesture (motive a), which undergoes sequential repetition in bar two, is formed

from a double neighbour note figure (y) which is presented in thirds1.

Example 1 [bars 1-6]
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Within this opening shape, two other intervallic features can be isolated, both penetrating

many of the motivic forms which infuse much of the movement:

1The notational system which I have used for the rnotivic analysisneeds some elucidation. The system is of
course determined by the objectives of the analysis. In this case, the attempt is to demonstrate the process of
motivic development, and. show how it occurs in a subtle and gradual way. On the whole, therefore, the
alphabetic notation is used to symbolise the combination of a particular' melodic shape and rhythmic
structure, as it is the changes which occur to these aspects of a motivic form that contribute significantly to
development. To these symbolic letters, numbers have been added in order to show that a particular motive
is undergoing the process of variation, such as subtle rhythmic alterations (which do not affect the structural
identity of the motive) and intervallic changes which do not significantly alter the characteristic contour.
Unlike Schoenberg's approach to motivic analysis, the placement ofa particular motive on different
positions within the scale have not been labelled as variants - changes of this sort are taken into
consideration in the linear and harmonic analyses, and do not lead directly to the development of new
motive forms. A new letter, therefore, symbolises a new motive form, but because of the gradual way in
which the music tranforms, drawing' the. analytical line is all but impossible. As a consequence,
presentational descriptions of this kind can on occasion be somewhat arbitrary, but this is balanced by the
fact that the notational system is only one part of the analytical process, being inseparable from the
accompanying text.

Finally, I have found it expedient in certain instances to isolate, and categorise alphabetically, the
intervallic componentof a motive. For this purpose the letters x through to z have been used. For instance,y
refers to the double neighbour note figure as an abstract idea, rather than a specific presentational pattern.
Subsequently y infuses other motive forms, joining with other abstracted figures which are isolated a little
further on. In this manner it is possible to reveal more precisely the relationship between one motive form
and another. In these intervallic forms the accompanying numerical notation refers to a specific "intervallic
variation; i.e., retrograde, inversionetc. The system is not perfect,butthen music is ultimately more intricate
than any analyticnotation alone can precisely reveal.
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Example 2

In bar 2, the a-motive is imperceptibly woven into a larger motion through motivic

interchange or inversion: the E of the a-motive, found on the second beat of bar 2, now

has the quality of a passing tone which forms part of a descending line from F# to D (z,

ex.l, bar 2-3).2 However, the a-motive is still the main focus, being heard as an

independent entity so that a melodic sequence is formed: z represents the intervallic

structure of an emerging motive form. The developing presence of z creates the firstsense

of directed motion which is perpetuated by further motivic development.

In bar 3, a second distinct motive form emerges (motive b). The double neighbour note

structure y is now subordinated to z, thereby negating the continuation of the sequential

melodic process that structures bars 1-2. This assimilation of the double neighbour note

figure into a new idea, occurs through changes in rhythm and placement: the note C at the

end of the first beat of bar 3 has been brought forward, clearly defining it as a passing

tone, and in doing so ascendancy is given to the z structure. The D on the first beat of bar

3 is the point of overlap. It has a pivotal function, being the end point of the a-motive, but

also the beginning of the b-motive: the abstract figure z can now be seen as providing a

seamless transition between the two.

The repetition of motive b in bar 4 affirms its identity: it now becomes a discrete

pattern, replicating the sequential melodic process of bars 1-2. In the subordinate part,

however, b takes a slightly different form, being made exclusively from the figure Xl,

stretching the identity of the motive by intervallic variation.

The subtle transition from one idea to another is also noticeable in the other parts. In

bar 3, the neighbour note figure X penetrates deeper into the harmonic fabric of the music:

the viola enters with a new motive (c) that is derived from a, transforming the semi

quaver motion into a syncopated rhythm that articulates figure XI. The new rhythm is then

replicated in the cello line, but the intervallic structure is changed: it is principally a

melodic shape and a rhythmic structure which define a motive form, rather than a specific

interval. Changes in interval, however, contribute to the development of new shapes.

Rhythmic changes.Iike intervallic ones, occur imperceptibly: in the non-developmental

style, rhythmic change is always a matter of superimposition or juxtaposition as we will

see. Over the period of bars 1-4; smaller rhythmic units gradually come to predominate.

2 On the extract. ex.I, the broken bracket indicates a shape that is emerging or concealed. and whose
presence is in some way felt. The degree to whichthis is so is given in the text.
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In bar 3, the breaking down of the dotted crotchet into a lilting crotchet/quaver rhythm, is

smoothed over by the syncopated figure in the viola and cello just mentioned, and in bar

5, the rhythm which structures the b-motive is subdivided further into flowing quavers

played by the clarinet. The music which follows is characterised by an easy play between

groups of quaver and semi-quaver figures, judicially chosen to reflect the degree of

forward impetus produced in the harmony.:

The tonal structure of a work obviously has much to do with its particular dynamic or

design, and in this movement, the equivocal nature of the tonality, and the gradual

establishment and ultimate ascendancy of one region over another, is equally important to

the evolutionary quality of the style.

Referring back to the harmonic annotation presented in ex.I, it is apparent that the

opening bars suggest either D major or B. minor as a tonic, the presence of thirds only,

rather than full triads, making the harmony equivocal. By bar 3, however, B minor

achieves temporary ascendancy through the C-A#-B movement melodically; resolution in

B minor, however, is carefully avoided by deflection onto chord VI6, perpetuating the

tonal uncertainty. The VI6 chord becomes pivotal, beginning a cadential progression

which concludes on D major in bar 4.

The melody as a whole is clearly made from a descending B minor scale, and the V of

ill [bVII43) could conceivably progress to a V7 of B minor - even as it stands, the D major

chord is initially heard as a ill of B minor, as indicated by the harmonic annotation, whilst

a return to B minor is the most strongly implied line of continuation.

Example 3 [bars 7-11]
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In bar 5 the D major chord is prolonged through an arpeggiation in the clarinet, the

perpetuation of the harmony creating a seamless transition into a new phrase. The

arpeggiation leads to the placement of the F# in its original register, still underpinned by
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the D major harmony, and in retrospect this casts some doubt as to whether bar 5 is

metrically stressed, or alternatively, functions as an anacrusis to bar 6. The uncertainty is

clarified to a certain extent with the subsequent material, for we now hear that bar 5 was

. motivically the beginning of something new, i.e., the introduction. of the arpeggiation

figure which occurred at this point. becomes a recurrent feature. Nevertheless, metric

equivocation remains, for this contributes to the manner in which one pattern is able to

sound like a natural, fluid outgrowth of another.

From bar 5 the presence of the mediant as a tonal area is increasingly feJ,t, with the

material from the opening two bars being reworked in such a way as to express the D

major implications ofthe melody (refer ex.3 above). It is apparent from the extract that

there are a number of important features from bars 1-2 which are replicated, most

noticeably, the' upper melody which is the same as before, but for the extended durations

of F#. This is underpinned by the implied harmonic progression annotated in example 1,

now fully expressed (refer asterisks, ex.3), and the penetration of the texture with familiar

motivic elements. Less immediately apparent, as it occurs on a broader structural level, is .

the re-modelling of the melodic prolongation D to F# as a voice exchange occurring

between the first violin and viola (bars 5-8), with its linear continuation (refer exA

below). These components which form the basis of bars 1-2 are now expanded into a five

bar period, prolonged principally through the occurrence of a descending 'tonal' sequential

process. In this way elements inherent in the basic structure are not simply varied, but

begin to proliferate and develop, so that the identity of the structure itself is changed.

Despite D major being in operation for most of this passage, it is not fully defined as a

key. The cadence in bar 8 is deflected by the suspended A in the bass and the C# above,

and contradicted through a harmonic pivot that leads to a repeat of the V7 - VI cadence in

B minor. The occurrence of chord VI of B minor is now dramatised, being given greater

weight by its placement at the beginning of a new four bar hypermetre: the hypermetre

balances the extended period of bars 5-9.

Example 4 [linear structure bars 1-4; (5)6-9]
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The linear and harmonic structure of the passage from bars 5 to 13 is fleshed out with

further proliferation of motivic forms (refer ex.3). An important aspect of the motivic

structure is the rhythmic play which occurs between the cello and clarinet. and the way it

arises. and then develops. The rhythm in question is the semi-quaver figure which was

first heard as an integral part of the a-motive. It now occurs in the cello (bar 6). creating a

diminution of the arpeggiation (d) found in the clarinet part (bar 5): thus. g is initially a

synthesis of two motivic ideas. the arpeggiation from d. .and the rhythm and z-motive from

a. Subsequently. the g-derived forms create an imitative rhythmic interplay with the a

motive in bar 7 and 9. as they dance between the clarinet and cello. passing to the violins

in bar 10. and back to the clarinet in bar 13. The idea of rhythmic interplay is something

which is ultimately developed from the presentation of the e-motive in bars 3-4. and the

process reflects the forward thrust created by the increased harmonic activity of the

passage.

Example 5 [bars 12-17]
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In bar 14 the material from bar 3 begins development into a new melodic pattern. The a

motive found in bar 13 functions as an anacrusis, so that the b-motive begins a new

hypermetre, giving added weight to B minor, and thus representing a further stage in the

definition and ultimateaffmnation of the home key. The new structural function of the b

motive as a beginning gesture, is reflected in the harmonic structure which is centred

around chords of the tonic and dominant, giving greater clarity to the expression of B

minor.

The linear structure of the passage also refers back to the opening, using the broad

descending linear movement similar to that found in bars 3-4:

Example 6 [linear structure bars 14-17]

In the example we see the basic descent from D to F# that structured bars 3-4. The degree

of structural emphasis within the line, however, has changed, with the A being dissonant

with the prevailing tonic chord, and the extended F# being underpinned by dominant,

rather than mediant harmony. In this way the previous material is reinterpreted with a

change in structural function creating a less symmetrical, more lyrical form, and one

which expresses the key unequivocally.

The linear structure, as before, is given life by further proliferation of the motivic

materials, again both rhythmic and intervallic. Two ideas in particular are developed from

the previous passage. The first, motive i»; is a reordering of a motive first presented in bars

11 and 12. In its previous occurrences it was most clearly heard as a reworking of d, but

here, through a rearrangement of its component parts its shape more closely resembles

that of b.3 The second motivic group, j, is defined by its distinctive rhythmic structure,

and it first occurred at the beginning of bar 13. Its form in the principal line (cello bars 16

17), however, develops the intervallic content of e». First the third, and then the fourth is

embellished by the rhythmic structure of the j-motive, culminating in the new motive

3 The motive i3 is the culmination of a series of subtle transformations: from the d-motive, through g, which
maintains but condenses the rhythmic structure of d; to g3. which combines the melodic shape of a and g; to
i, .which incorporates the intervallic elements of g'; and finally to P, which as I have pointed out
resemblesthe b-motive. Such are the complexities which can only be approximated by the motivic notation.
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form k, which augments, rearranges and embellishes j. Noteworthy also, is the difference

in structural emphasis that exists between the various patterns, the interval of a third being

the component which gets harmonic support with the e motives, the perfect fourth with

the given j and k motives: changes in structural weight such as this make an important

contribution to the development and differentiation of new motivic identities.

In bar 18 there is a feeling of arrival, a sense of release. Charles Rosen, in his brief

analysis of the opening pages of this movement, writes of a "new beginning" with the

advent of the full tonic chords in bar 25; but I think it is here, in bar 18, that this is felt to

be the case."

Example 7 [bars 18-27]
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In bar 18 the first root position tonic occurs, given particular force through its metric

placement and a fuller texture. The previous phrase, underpinned by a dominant pedal,

functions as a broad up-beat, continuing the build up of tension created by cadential

4 Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms, (New York: Norton, 1980),399-400.
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deflection for which the root posinon tonic chord provides release. Furthermore, the

theme as presented in bars 14-17, is repeated fully harmonised, and beginning on an

unequivocal downbeat.P so that momentarily it truly feels like a "new beginning": the

striving of bars 1-17 has achieved its outcome, functioning in the manner of a broad

. introduction.

The tonic in bar 25, in contrast, provides what is perhaps more accurately described as

the beginning of a dramatic conclusion to this section of the exposition: it affirms the first

event, culminating in a modulation to the relative major." Led to by a strong cadential

progression, the tonic is given its most emphatic statement; it is in root position,

articulated with the fullest texture so far, and metrically stressed. The period of music

which follows is rhythmically animated, with an increase in the pace of harmonic change.

In this way the passage provides a climax to the first broad gesture of the movement, but

because of the dramatic nature of the music, the arrival of the tonic produces a strong

expectation for change. The key of B minor has now clearly been established, and

thematically articulated, and the stress given to the chord of B minor marks the beginning

.of a new hypermetre, and a new direction.

The difficulty in describing the difference in effect which exists between events such as

that which Occurs atbar 18 and 25, is that within a movement (and the problem is no less

apparent in non-developmental music) there are moments which stand out impressively,

which not only differ in intensity, but also in kind. We can say, therefore, that within the

first key area, (or subject) there are two moments that are important in terms of the larger

structure; one provides a sense of release, a culminating moment of previous tensions, the

other affirms this event, but also initiates movement in a new direction: both, in different

ways, can be seen as focal points within the larger structure.

* * * *

5 Thedownbeat of bar 14 is relatively weak because the tonicchordis presented in its second inversion.
6 Rosen, in his book The Classical style, (London: Faber, 1971,R1976) .99. describes the sonata form as
having two events: a movement to the dominant (or relative major) followed by a cadence in the new key.
And although these are important and dramatic events with their accelerated pace and rhythmic dynamism, it
seems to me that in many cases, particularly when there is an absence of a clear intmduction, the primary
focus of the first section is the establishment of the tonic region. not the movement to the dominant. In the
first movement of Beethoven's fifth Symphony, to take an obvious example, the arrival of the root position
tonic at the end of the first subject, given force through metrical placement and a broad texture, functions as
a dramatic climax to the first section of the exposition ~ the tonic. chord is. the goal, denied for sOllle time,
and therefore a most persuasive event. Returning to the Brahms quintet, whilst recognising that symmetry
exists between the modulation to the relative major, and the final cadential section in the new key; this
should.not obscure the fact that the process of each section is essentially the same: the first section has the
establishment of the tonic as its main event, the second has the development and establishment of the
relative major. This is not to say that it is by any means always the case. For example, in earlier, smaller
scale sonata movements, the tonic has a strong presence from the start, and so the 'first main event is the
modulation to the second key of the movement.
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Transition

Immediately following the B minor triad of bar 25, the music is brought to a halt with the

creation of a musical space that is charged with expectation. When the music continues it

is in an animated homophonic style, with the quaver being the unit of harmonic change

(refer ex.7 above). The change in character which this alteration of pace and texture

brings, is in direct contrast to the lyrical nature of the preceding thematic material,

creating movement away from the mood which has been established: It is this movement

away which must be emphasised, as the new material occurs 'as an essential part of the

continuing musical action: the preceding passage drives irrevocably towards this point of

dramatic change. The new material is made from some of those things with which the

listener should now be familiar, but which are now, brought into sharper focus, thus,

despite the level of contrast, the listener should be aware of continuing dramatic action,

the transformation of one state into another. Here is a breakdown of the motivic elements

of which the transition is composed:

Motivic features

i) syncopation and metric alteration

ii) the anacrusis, present in much of the melodic material

iii) scalic and arpeggiated figures using semi-quaver triplet rhythms

iv) the z figure, in particular, expressed as a sequence of thirds (motive It)

The first three features listed, being primarily rhythmic, are what give this passage its

animation. The qualities given under i) and ii), have emerged gradually from the texture

of the music. The syncopation in bars 27-28, which culminates in animated arpeggiated

and scalic figures, is developed principally from the accompanying figures in the clarinet

and viola of bars 18-21, where the strong beats are weakened through the use of tied

notes, but it has its beginnings in the e-motive of bar 3 (refer ex.7 for motivic annotation).

The anacrusis, which is also important to the character of the material, has also been

present in a partially concealed form since the opening, first manifesting itself through the

a-motive, and subsequently maintaining its presence with motives in which the rhythmic

emphasis is towards, rather than away from the beat; for example, the e,f and j motives.

Turning to the pitch materials, the passage for the most part is structured around broad

cadential progressions, enlivened by frenetic scalic and arpeggio figures." The periods

bars 27-28 and 32-33 are modulatory in character, the first, reinforcing the dominant of

7 Cadential filling is something which is alien to the non-developmental style, as its function is to give life to
goal-orientated harmonic processes, which conclude or connect broad tonal regions.
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the tonic key, the second, leading away to the dominant of D major (relative major). The

z-motive, in its unadumbrated form (Z2), also features strongly, forming a melodic

sequence derived from the accompanying motive in bars 20 and 22. The sequential

structure of bars 7-9 can also be discerned here, but this relationship is less compelling

aurally.

From the above analysis it should be apparent that many of the ideas which are used to

form this passage are familiar. Their identity, however, is significantly transformed, or

their profile is brought into sharper focus, so that one can say that the passage is distinct in

character, and yet clearly a gradual development of previous material, rather than a

sudden, static juxtaposition of contrasted events has occurred.

* * * *

Second Subject

In bar 36 the second main section of the exposition begins, being defined by changes in

tonality, melodic structure and texture (refer ex. 8 below). There is most notably a distinct

change in sentiment, in particular, an easing of tension to an extent that has not been heard

before in the movement. The opening bars of the movement are charged with expectation

owing in particular to the equivocal nature of the tonality - something which is largely

absent here. In addition, the melody is much gentler, being in the major key as it is, and

with the x-figure having none of the chromatic quality which it possessed in the opening.

The material, however, is not entirely new, nor is it simply a variation on previous ideas:

what we have is a further stage in the developmental process, by which previous changes

have been reworked, assimilated and blended into distinctly new forms.

Example 8 [bars 36-41]
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The melodic pattern (bar38 ff.) is made up of a stable, symmetrical two-bar melodic unit

(labelled in and n), that undergoes repetition by melodic sequence creating a larger four

bar pattern. Looking at the beginning of the pattern, it may be noticed that the first six

• notes have a particular resonance, for they form a structure reminiscent of the motive ks:

Example 9 [relationship between bars 22ff. and 37ff.]

.'

In the example above it can be seen that the structure of the first half of the motive k' is

replicated in bar 38, in both its essential pitch structure, and the particular accentuation

that the pitches which articulate it are given. the detail is quite different, however. and for

the genesis of the precise shape we may look to bar 26 of the transitional theme. which in

turn was formed by the reworking of earlier material:

ExamplelO [relationship between bars 26 and 16]

The COmmon feature here is the accentuation given to the passing note of the adumbrated

third, which in bar 26 is a result of the anacrustic structure of the motive. The anacrusis in

particular is a compelling relationship, coming to prominence in the transitional section.

and now forming an integral part of the second subject's melodic material - the gradual

gain in ascendancy of elements such as this are important for the feeling of a gradual

evolution. Returning now to bar 38, wesee that the z-figure, incorporating the anacrusis.

embellishes the melodic structure of m through immediate repetition a semi-tone lower.
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grvmg the melody its distinctive shape.f The structural component utilised from ki,

through its development and placement within a new context, is clearly heard to be

performing a completely different function. Whereas in its former incarnation it

functioned as a concluding gesture, providing a phrase extension that gave greater weight

to a point of climax, here the structure is a beginning pattern, the harmonic structure being

significantly changed as a result. What this reveals is how a pattern from one portion of a

movement can be reshaped and assimilated as part of another elsewhere in the movement,

changing its structural function and effect as part of the process change.

Clarifying this change in function is the continuation, n, which provides a degree of

closure to the pattern, creating a restful, stable structure. The continuation inverts the

contour of the previous motive (m), and although its intervallic structurediffers, we still

get the distinctive harmonic stress on the second quaver of the second beat, through the

recurrence of the x-figure portion of the motive. The x-figure now returning to

prominence, subsequently forms the basis for new structures, most notably as part of the

cadential theme:

Example 11 [relationship between cadential theme, motive m and motive b]
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The resonances here are many. Motive p, which begins this cadential section, clearly

derives its shape from the intervallic structure of motive b, being transformed by the

rhythmic structure and accentuation of the v-figures, as presented in the transitional

section (bar 26-27). The larger structure, q, formed from p and p-, in turn utilises a

distinctive attribute from the theme bars 37ff., i.e., the accented neighbour note figure

occurring on the two main beats. Finally, it is informing to note the subtle way in which

the chromatic variant of x, so important in the first subject material is reintroduced. As a

8 It will be observed from the example that the melody could also be seen as being formed from occurrences
of the .r-figure, but at this point the z-figure seems to be more aurally relevant. Nevertheless. the neighbour
note is brought out subsequently. featuring particularly strongly in the cadential theme.
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precursor, in bars 47ff., ki is reworked as part of a modulatory section, leading to the

reintroduction of the chromatic form of x3 with the arrival of the cadential theme. The

cadential section concludes with further penetration of the second subject material by the

chromatic neighbour tone, both in the melodic and accompanying parts.

The use of an opposing tonal region, or more precisely, the way the new region is

expressed,. has a significant influence on the design of the movement. Like the first

section, although not to the. same extent, the key is not baldly stated from the outset, but

rather, it gradually develops in stature. The key is defined at the end of the first four bars,

but only weakly, and after subsequent opposition, followed by a lengthy cadential

passage, it becomes affirmed. This way of treating tonality is integral to development in

tonal music. The new tonality begins with the dominant chord, which is prolonged over

several bars using the x-figure. Like the structure at bar 5, the actual point of beginning for

the second section is unclear. The theme (bar 38) arises imperceptibly through an absence

of a clear initiating moment, or distinct break; the dominant harmony continues well into

the first bar of the theme, and the theme itself is heard to arise out of a series of imitative

entries, so that it only gradually assumes a precise form. The uncertainty which this way

of beginning creates, is perpetuated further as resolution is repeatedly deflected at

cadential points.

The gradual establishment of the key is shown below by a breakdown of the cadential

points, and the way in which repose is avoided, leading to the long cadential passage that

establishes the new key:

bar 36-38 avoidance of 1 through continuation of a dominant pedal. .

bar 39 cadence on V

bar 41 iV64 -V43-1 chord 1 arrives On the weak beat of the bar, and is given

little durational stress, with an immediate deflection onto 164 in bar 42.

bar 43 cadence on V

bar 45 emphasis on the dominant through use of a secondary dominant: 164- V43

V'N-V

bar 46-56modulatory section
bar 46 G minor (iv)

bar 47 C minor (evii)

bar 48-51 G ped. (as V of C major)

bar 52-53 A ped. (as V of D major)

bar 54-55 emphasis on iii (F# minor): iii6-iii-bVI#6/5-dim.7 (deflects back to D

major)
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bar 56 return to material of bar 38-39 over V7 of D leading to a cadential section

beginning at bar 59.

* * * *

Development

The features which characterise development are understandably at their most obvious,

and least subtle, in the development section of a sonata style movement. I feel that after

the foregoing analysis, a detailed discussion of this section of the music is not warranted.

My main purpose has been to show those more subtle aspects of development which need

to be differentiated from some of the non-developmental processes to be discussed in the

next chapter and beyond. Even so, a brief excursion into the processes which underlie the

development section will round off the discussion, clarifying some of the essential

features of the developmental art from which an opposing picture of the non

developmental aesthetic can be built. In particular, the tonal structure of the development

section. is of interest, as there are some parallels with the tonal structure of non

developmental music which must be disengaged.
. .

The goal of a development section is not simply to provide contrast, but a heightening

of tension, so that the return of the exposition, in modified form, will have the dramatic

p!1rpose of leading to a position of stability and repose. The principal ways in which this is

achieved is through a change in the pace of tonal movement, and the fragmentation of the

melodic structure and texture. What occurs is thematic development by a process of

fragmentation, whereby patterns are broken down into their smaller constituent parts,

which then build into larger, tonally and metrically volatile passages.

The course of the development, in terms of the motivic material that is used, roughly

follows the outline of the exposition, but without using much that goes into the makeup of

the second subject:

i) bars 71-97: development of first subject material, in particular the a and!

motives (bars 81-97).

ii) bars 98-126: development principally of the transitional material, in

particular the rhythmic structure of bar 25, in combination of the theme from

bar 26-27. Allusions are also subsequently made to the main theme of the

second subject.
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Example 12 [development section bars 79-83; 96-101]
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The development section concludes with a return ofthe b-motive, leading to a dominant

pedal in the home key (B minor) that precedes the recapitulation. Underlying the motivic

development, is a faster moving tonal structure:

bar 71 D major bar 72 E minor (undefined)

bar 73 C# minor bar 98 Db major

bar 102 Bb minor (undefined) bar 104 Db minor (undefined)

bar 106 A major bar 110 F# minor (undefined)

bar 112 A major (undefined) bar 114 F major (undefined)

bar 115 G minor (undefined) bar 118 D minor (undefined)

bar 121 B minor

It is noticeable that many of the tonal regions mentioned are only marginally defined, and
"in many ways this can also be a feature of non-developmental music also. But the
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difference is that in non-developmental music these regions are fleshed out in a

significantly different way, so that we are ultimately left with the impression of cyclic

repetition, rather than transforming material. It should be remembered also that the

sequence of events, as outlined above, occur within a larger framework. Here, prominent

motivic forms have been taken from their original context and developed into new,

expansive structures.

****

Comment

With a casual glance over the music which has been analysed, it is iIllIIlediately apparent

that there are a variety of textures (both rhythmic and instrumental), melodic forms, and a

range of dynamics which all combine to create a structure which is diverse in sentiment.

But the essence of the style is found not in the contrasts of texture, tonality, melody and

rhythm, although these are necessary, but the sense in which one idea or sentiment

evolves out of another, creating what may be described as dramatic action.

Having analysed in some detail a significant portion of a developmental work, we turn

now to the general principles of construction which give this music its particular dynamic

and temporal qualities. From a clear understanding of development we may proceed to an

examination of some of the qualities which are essential to the non-developmental style.

Tonal Development

In the first movement of the quintet, it was apparent that the tonal structure contributed

significantly to the evolutionary quality of the music's design. I!' the exposition this is

demonstrated firstly by the development and affirmation of the tonic region B minor, and

then by that of the relative major which provides broad scale tonal opposition. In the

development section there is further tonal conflict, as the music moves through a series of

keys, some being merely asserted, others defined, although only weakly."

The idea of opposition is something which is also an integral part of development of a

specific tonal region. We see that opposition from within a key occurs in a number of

different ways: firstly, the occurrence of equivocal tonal expression, as in the opening

where two tonalities are suggested, or in the second subject where there are areas of

chromaticism as the music briefly passes through other key areas; secondly, the use of

9 The key of C# minor is not affirmed because the tonic chord is never given strong placement
hypermetrically. However, there is a level of development with both chords of the subdominant and the
dominant being emphasised through secondary dominants and there equivalents, and the weak emphasis
given to the tonic.
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secondary chords to give particular emphasis to harmonies within the key being

expressed; and finally, through the denial or deflection of resolutions, i.e., harmonic

opposition, which prolongs and dramatises the establishment of the key.

In summary, we may say that tonal development occurs when a tonality is strengthened

through the gradual rejection or conquest of opposing harmonic and tonal tendencies,

creating broad scale directed motion. In a sonata style movement such as the one which

has been analysed, this tonal conflict is elevated to a level of structure, whereby regions

are developed and established in opposition to one another.

Motivic development

Motivic development is essential to the developmental style, and the motivic processes

which have been analysed above may be divided into two categories: development

employing particular rhythms or intervals, and development of rhythmic or intervallic

elements. In the first part of the development section, for example, we saw that the a and f
motives are isolated from their original context, and developed by repetition on different

pitches, with some intervallic development. The overwhelming impression in this case is

of two rhythmic-melodic fragments, taken from a larger familiar pattern, being developed

into a distinctly new form with an evolutionary and unpredictable proportion. The feeling

for proportion is important here, for although the exposition featured phrases of varying

length, the four bar and two bar units predominated, whereas here the metre is more

flexible, with the motives being used to explore uncharted dimensions.

The exposition, by contrast, was more predominantly concerned with the proliferation

of new motive forms. Motivically, therefore, the process of change experienced in the

exposition, was primarily brought about by development of the rhythmic structure. This

has much to do with the function of the exposition which melodically involves the gradual

evolution of clearly delineated themes, and we saw this process clearly in the first subject.

By contrast, in the development section these familiar patterns are fragmented, creating

conflict with that which has already been defined. Both these approaches are true to the

idea of development, and in conjunction with the tonal processes which are in place,

propel the music forward in time.

Texture with respect to developmental design

Finally, we come to texture. Texture falls into two categories: rhythmic texture and

instrumental texture. Looking at the exposition and development of the quintet, it is

immediately noticeable that in both these spheres the texture evolves, and this is

important to developmental design. Through the course of the exposition and

development all manner of combinations occur: two, three and four part writing; density

and sparsity; and contrapuntal, melody with accompaniment, and homophonic textures.
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The range is far and above that which could be expected from even the most varied non

developmental work, but more importantly, the changes in texture do not only occur as

sudden juxtapositions, but frequently evolve gradually, building in density, and then

returning to more barren or sparser textures. In all this the music is aided by the dynamics,

which also reflect the evolutionary quality of the music. There are of course sudden

juxtapositions; for example, the beginning of the transitional section, and the Second

subject. In such cases the texture is used to mark important changes within the music, and

heralds the beginning of a new process, a further stage in the course of the unfolding of

the musical action. In non-developmental music we will see that such changes are more

abrupt, and serve a different purpose.
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ill

The Non-developmental Style
Formal Processes and Patterns in Poulenc's Stabat Mater

In music composed along non-developmental lines, it is the ascendancy of recurrence over

change that has the most significant bearing on musical form and process. Of course,

change in some degree or other is a necessary and desirable quality of all music, no matter

how limited the material which is used; but it is the precise balance between these two

components of music which defines a work as essentially developmental or non

developmental in style.

In Poulenc's Stabat Mater, we see that it is principally a cyclic arrangement of discrete

patterns, which gives rise to non-developmental qualities of form. The patterns from

which these cycles are made always maintain their identity, only being modified in

accordance with what are best described as non-developing variation principles. As an

example of this cyclic process, consider movement X from the Stabat Mater, bars 37-56

(see Appendix ex. I). In this excerpt a single four-bar pattern is heard five times In

succession, each time being varied in some way. The pattern is first heard in bar 23: 1
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Example I [movement X, bars 20-27]

INote that Bb minor is the prevailing key for most of this pattern, owing to its cadential definition in bars
18-19, whereas with the pattern A3, the prevailing tonic is C# minor, giving the pedal point a dominant
quality.
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The pattern is defined principally in terms of its rhythm and melodic contour, but also

through its harmonic shape and character, whilst variation comes in the form of

intervallic, harmonic and minor textural changes. In the subsequent occurrences of the

pattern, bars 37-56, the harmony and tonality is varied as we saw, but the basic harmonic

shape is a recurrent feature throughout. The second bar of each pattern is harmonically

relaxed in relation to the first, whilst the last is always of a dominant configuration, so

that the pattern has an open-ended quality. Then there are more precise harmonic

relationships between the patterns (as well as melodic ones), with A and A3, A! and A2,

and A4 and AS being closely matched, and A3 to AS being united by the reintroduction of a

pedal point. The recurrent harmonic features, although they are not the principal means of

defining the pattern, reinforce the cyclic effect, and contribute to the Cohesion of the

musical sound.

For a significant period of the passage it is impossible to analyse the music as being in

or around a specific key. Only towards the end, when C# minor gains ascendancy, do the

harmonic relationships become more clearly functional, but even here there is a high

degree of tonal uncertainty. Before this, the prevailing impression is of tonal flux, in

which goals are momentarily implied but not promoted, and in which no specific tonality

is expressed. In addition, the kind of harmonic relationships which actually occur are not

overtly progressive, such as the successive occurrences of dominants spaced a third apart.

Because of this undifferentiated tonal drift, in combination with the melodic and rhythmic

demarcation of the cyclic elements, the harmonic relationships are perceived to form a

non-developmental tonal process.
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The design here is different from many of the kind of forms discussed below, where

the more clearly defined, fast changing tonal areas contribute

but it shares in common a distinctly cyclic, repetitive presentation.

*

Harmonic/Tonal Processes

The harmonic and tonal processes of any music have a significant bearing on the overall

shape, or what can be described as the musical dynamic of a work. Inthe Stabat Mater,

these fall into two main categories. The first and most pervasive is best described as

broad sequential motion, where a pattern is intensified and varied by being heard in a

series of keys. This type of tonal process forms the basis for much of movements I, V, VI,

IX, X, XI, and XII. The second is the use of modulation, often occurring in an abrupt

fashion, to extend a pattern upon repetition. I have called this tonalextension. This occurs

with movements IT, IV and VII, which are made of two or three broad sections. In some

cases these two ways of structuring material start out in a similar way: a theme is stated

andthen repeatedWith. a modulating second half (e.g. mov~lIlentsI .and.~).~utitiS .",hat

follo",s. after this point which differentiates .the. two processes: ""ith.broadsequential··

structures the modulation simply leads to a restatement of. the 'theme' in a new tonal

position, whereas with the second process, the modulation leads to an extension of the

theme or melodic pattern.

Broad sequential structuring of material occurs in its simplest form in movements V

(bb.I-26), IX (bb.1l-38), and XI (bb.I-12). In these passages of music the harmonic

pattern consists of little more than a pedal point which is transposed to various positions,

and in the case of movement XI, without a dominant preceding the shift..The feeling for

tonality is as one would expect from a sequential passage, the key or modal area being

asserted with no subsequent reinforcement As an example, here is a harmonic analysis of

a passage from movement IX:

IX: harmonic analysis

bb.11-16 A; E maj.: E maj. ped. - V9/B maj. (strong chromatic flavourmelodically)

bb.17-20 AI; B min.: B min. ped. - V9/A min. (strong chromatic flavour melodically)

bb.21-24 N; Amin.: Aped. - V13 b5/C#min.

bb.25-28 A3; C# min.: C# ped.

bb.29-31 B; V13/ Eb min (dom. ped.)

bb.32-35 AI; Eb min.: Eb min. ped. (becomes V' of G#)

bb. 36-38 B"; V13I/C# maj. - V13IF# maj.
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bb.39 - F# maj.: F# ped.

* Letters and numerals refer to the phrase patterning

Essentially, this passage Consists of a recurring harmonic pattern, which can be described

as 1- Y(of a new key). With each repetition of the harmonic cycle a new tonal centre is

suggested, but an absence of subsequent cadential patterning means that keys are asserted

but not defined or affirmed, there never being a clear expression of atonality, The

harmonic pattern is further intensified through a broadening of dynamics and texture, and

the appearance of more declamatory melodic material from bar 21.

From bar 25 the cycle undergoes change. The harmonic structure of A3 is modified, so

that the dominant chord which leads to the new tonal centre forms an independent pattern,

with its own texture, rhythm and melodic contour. The lettering system which is presented

above shows how the cycle changes from one of repetition to something closer to

alternation. This process of alternation becomes the pattern in the concluding section,

which is tonally static and consequently closer to the structure of the passage from the

tenth movement analysed above, with its absence of dynamism.

The broad sequential treatment of longer and more varied harmonic patterns, forms the

basis of movements I, VI, X, and XII. In these movements tonal regions are more clearly

defined using functional or goal-orientated progressions. In the first movement, for

example, (see Appendix, ex.2) an eight-bar pattern recurs six times in succession, varied

each time. 2 The pattern, defined initially by its proportion, and certain recurring harmonic

elements, is subsequently heard in a variety of keys. The harmonic structure of the pattern

is not always a precise sequence of chords, or chordal substitutions, but a basic harmonic

shape is always maintained within an eight-bar time frame: 3

A A minor: i...iV6(add2)-V
7...(chromaticism) . bSY C)16(add4)... 43- 1

AI A minor: i...iv,(add2)-V7...(modulation) C#minor: iv7-yl3-(i)

A2 C#minor: i...iv,(add2)-V7...(modulation) Fminor: iv7-YI3-(i)

A3 Fminor: i...vii7l7- i :Ab minor...(modulation) A minor: bVI#6-Y7

A4 A minor: i...iv'(add2)-v7(modulation) 'Frninor: YI3N_YI3

AS F minor: ib7 (modulation)...A minor: VI7-bVI#6s

• Bracketed chords show the point of phrase overlap.

2 The first three times the pattern is heard there is an overlap, the eighth bar being the first of the following
repetition of the pattern. It is not until the fourth repetition of the pattern that a full eight-bar pattern is heard,
This. however, has no bearing forourpurposes here.
3 See Appendix, ex. 2 for more detail
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The analysis above shows the basic harmonic outline, i.e., each phrase begins with a tonic,

featuring a half-close cadence at both the midway point, and in the final bar," and an

unstable chromatic passage at the beginning of the second half. The sixth phrase,

however, is different in function, and therefore in structure. It is fragmented in to a 2 + I +
2 + 3 bar pattern, and begins with the modulating section of the kind found in the second

half of the fourth phrase, leading the music back to the opening key of A rninor/aeolian.

This deviation from the prevalent shape occurs in order to slow.the music down and bring
it to a close.

Also of importance to the cyclic nature of the musical process is the recurrence of two

important melodic ideas, one at the beginning and close of each occurrence of the pattern

from the second until the sixth phrase. Again it is not the precise form of these events

which recurs, but the essential melodic contour and rhythmic shape:

Example 2 [movement I, melodic relationships]

The second category of tonal process is less distinctively non-developmental. The idea of

tonal change as a means of phrase extension is one more characteristically associated with

developmental than non-developmental music. We see in movement VII, however (refer

Appendix, ex.2), that with this process it is the way the tonal areas arise, and the way in

which they serve the other musical processes and forms which allows the non

developmental sound to prevail.

Movement VII is made up of three broad sections, each of which begins and ends in

the same key, using the same melodic and rhythmic materials. The larger cycle can

4 The final bar refers to the seventh measure in phrases I. Il, and ill.
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therefore be described as A A lA, which particularly lends itself to a non-developmental

character. The A section consists of two halves, the second featuring a chromatic passage.

In the variation A! this chromatic element becomes a modulating passage. The

modulation begins with asudden harmonic juxtaposition of the chord Gb in bar 23. The

harmonic and melodic structure which follows is the same as in bars 5-8, and defines Gb

briefly as a tonic. At bar 27 Gb is rewritten as an F# minor chord followed by a shift onto

A minor in bars 33-34. It could be said that an element present in the first section, i.e., the

Gb chord, is now being developed into a tonal area. There is some sense to this, despite

the brevity of the passage, as there is some feeling of resolution of tensions with the return

of Eb major and the opening motif. However, the idea here is more one of contrast and

intensification, and on the broad scale, variation, Le. in terms of the larger form. The areas

of tonal change occur as abrupt juxtapositions, without subsequent definition, and this is

coupled with an additive process of thematic invention: the music is made from a chain of

discrete, two-bar units. In the middle section (bb.27-38) these build into a

melodic/rhythmic cycle of three four bar-periods. The tonal changes briefly enliven this

additive process, which has a strong potential for monotony, by creating contrast and an

increase of pace.

Having looked at the prevalent tonal processes found in the Stabat Mater, we now need to

consider the global influence of tonality within the various movements, and how this

contributes to the non-developmental aesthetic. We have seen that the work is

characterised by fast-moving tonal regions; an absence of broadly established tonal areas;

short range, or unspecified goal orientation; and extended periods of chromaticism, in

which no single scale is clearly in operation, but where the triad is fundamental. The tonal

areas are expressed most often by functional harmonic means, sometimes defined, more

rarely affirmed, but also asserted through a pedal point, or abruptly juxtaposed without

subsequent definition"or affirmation. It can only be said with qualification, therefore, that

a particular movement is in a single definable key. In movements IT, V, X, and XI, for

example, there is no return to the opening, and most strongly established key. In addition,

many of the movements end on harmonies of a dominant seventh configuration, avoiding

strong closure. Even when movements do end in their opening key, they are not

significantly different from those which do not. The consistent, unifying feature in the

tonal organisation of the work, is the absence of tonal and harmonic polarisation and

development, where cadential passages become increasingly more emphatic, i.e., the

establishment of a key, if it occurs, is not dramatised. The result is that where a key

returns at the end of a work, it is no more powerfully expressed than at its first

appearance, so that although we may speak of the movement being in a particular key, the

statement has a radically different meaning to the same statement applied to a
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developmental work: the tonic of the 'home' key has a much greater structural influence in

the latter case.

Finally, the large scale tonal hierarchy of the Stabat Mater largely consists of less

orthodox, distant relationships. Broad tonal relations of a third and second are the most

prevalent, as in movements I, V, VI, and X. The metaphorical effect which this creates is

of a sideways movement rather than a driving, developing motion, but what perhaps has

more bearing on the non-developmental character of the work is the manner, and the

degree to which these regions are established, as described above.

* * * *

Juxtaposition as a structural principle

The idea of juxtaposition is a significant determinant of form and style in much of the

Stabat Mater, and it is a way of structuring prevalent in non-developmental music

generally. The word implies a degree ofdiscontinuation, with the placement of discrete

elements side by side, something which is largely inconsistent with developrnent.P The

juxtapositions occur at various levels of structure; for example, movements V and X use

juxtaposition on the broadest level: they are each made from two distinct blocks which are

opposed to varying degrees rhythmically, melodically, and texturally.

In the eighth movement, the juxtaposition of two patterns which are texturally,

harmonically and rhythmically distinct, produces a highly imaginative moment:

Example 3 [ movement VIII, bars 1-17

YIlI. Fac ut ardeat
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5 Developmental music also possesses discontinuities in the form of sudden stops, or changes in texture, but
the difference lies in the fact that continuity in such situations is maintained Over the long range.
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In the passage bb.I-13, it is apparent that a C# aeolian scale is in operation, and a choral

texture is used throughout. Between this and the following section which begins at bar 16,

a chromatically altered cadential passage is expressed using a string texture. The passage

(bars 13-16) begins on the third beat of bar 13, overlapping a half-close cadence on v of

C# aeolian. The material arrives naturally, through an embellished tonic, which

subsequently becomes a V7 of F# through the raised third. Interceding these two chords is

a parallel chromatic progression, something which sounds exotic in this modal context,

and yet it has its precedent in the parallel linear structure of bars 9-10 above, aside from

the echoes of similar sonorities elsewhere in the work. Within the context of the

movement, however, the chromatic harmony and the sonorous/rhythmic textural elements
•

are new; yet a delicate balance between the familiar and the unfamiliar is understood, so

that the passage is felt to be an essential part of the whole, whilst being thrown into relief.

The choral texture returns at bar 16, with an abrupt shift onto a Bbrninor chord, and a

return to the aeolian scale: an unexpected progression from the V43 of B, but one which

arises in a linear fashion. The evasion of a more conventional resolution to the V
43

chord,

liberates the passage from pure functionality, allowing it to resonate as something in its

own right, not being simply restricted to transitional material.
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In other places throughout the Stabat Mater, the idea of juxtaposition is a fundamental

premise upon which the music is structured. The third movement (refer Appendix Ex.3) is

a prime example. It has a particularly static quality, owing firstly to the juxtaposition of

blocks of material which are materially and texturally different, and secondly, to the way

in which each pattern closes on a sustained note of minim duration, which contributes to

the sense of cadence. The movement is made from three basic patterns, forming the

following sequence of events:

Movement III
•

A [bb.1-6]; B [bb.7-1O]; BI [bb.ll-l3]; B2 [bb.14-17]; C [bb.18-21]; B3 [bb.22-25]; Cl

[bb.26-29]; B4 [bb.30-35]; AI [bb.36-41]; cadence - uses texture of bars 34-35, [bb.42
44]

The first pattern frames the movement:

Example 4 [movement Ill, bars 1-6]
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This is made of a repeated two-bar half-close cadential pattern, defining the key of B

minor. Following this is a second pattern which creates a slight textural change, and

abruptly introduces the key of Eb minor by juxtaposing the chord i of Eb minor, with the

preceding V of B minor:
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Example 5 [movement Ill, bars 7-10]
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In essence, this pattern is four bars in duration, although its first repetition (B1) begins in

the second bar of the rhythmic cycle, and its last occurrence (B4), is extended by repetition

of the cadence using a contrasting texture. B! is also texturally distinct, introducing the

idea of an alternating cycle through a textural change, which is followed up by the

juxtaposition of contrasting material from bar 18 (pattern C). The B-pattern can be further

categorised into its variants B1, B3 and B4, with B3 and B4being especially closely related.

All three perform a consequent function, and in keeping with this, begin in a harmonically

unstable fashion, in comparison with B and B2. What is relevant here, however, is that the
,

B patterns share the same basic period, texture, similar harmonic goal, and rhythmic and

melodic shape.

The third basic pattern, (refer ex.6) is hatmonically, texturally and rhythmically

contrasted with pattern B. It uses the same four-bar period, however, but with a clear

symmetrical division, dividing it in two. Rhythmically and melodically it is derived from

bars 7-8, and harmonically from bar 11. But the phrase has taken on a distinct identity

through its broader texture, slower harmonic rhythm, and particular harmonic colouring.

The larger structure has its points of equivocation. Clearly the second and third phrases

combine to form an antecedent-consequent type relationship, but in turn they combine to

form a consequent to the first phrase. Phrases four and six, also form an antecedent

consequent type relationship with the C pattern, with the fifth phrase forming an

equivocal function between the two. It is only with the occurrence of CLB4 that the

situation is clarified, or at least modified so that the C-pattem takes on a stronger

antecedent quality.
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Example 6 [movement Ill, bars 18-21]
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The juxtaposition of these contrasting patterns form an alternating cycle. This way of

structuring. untempered by tonal change, lends itself particularly well to the creation of

relatively static, undynarnic forms. The concept of progressive harmony is limited to the

material within a pattern, not being transferred to higher levels of structure. However, in

movements such as VI and X, alternating cycles which incorporate tonal change. create a

more dramatic structure, or one where the material is intensified over time.

****

Rhythmic Structuring in Non-developmental Music

In the forgoing analysis we have seen that an important aspect of non-developmental

musical construction is the formation of discrete patterns. In this, as with the

developmental style of composition discussed in the previous chapter, rhythmic features

are at the very least of equal importance to the other elements in determining musical

character and style. In the non-developmental style there are two aspects in the treatment

of rhythm which it would be pertinent to mention. The first is' the contribution rhythm

makes to the additive or repetitive process of musical construction, and although the

structure of the harmonic rhythm is also felt in this respect, it is the effect of the cyclic

rhythms found in the melody which are of particular importance. Take for example some

of the rhythmic patterns which have been encountered in movements Ill, VII, and X.

Whilst many of these units have brevity, and all are used repetitively, it is also noticeable

that many of them lend themselves to stasis through the feeling of closure that they

encourage. By this I mean that a motion lacks forward momentum when the rhythmic unit
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is 'closed'. This is particularly true of the melodic rhythm found in the passage from

movement X, and the B pattern of movement m, which utilises the most pervasive

rhythmic pattern of the work.

The second rhythmic idea which is significant for non-developmental design is that of

uniformity, or the non-linear treatment of rhythm. In the Stabat Mater, uniformity occurs

in the form of sustained pedal points, but more pervasively, in the form of a single

repeated rhythmic unit which does much to create the impression of suspended time, or

the perpetual moment. In the Stabat Mater, uniformity of rhythm occurs in the

accompaniment, where a unit pervades an entire movement, or at least broad sections

thereof. When a new rhythm does occur it is either superimposed over the basic pattern, or

abruptly juxtaposed. In the fifth movement, for example, the structure is divided into two

broad rhythmic blocks; in the tenth, we see the more common occurrence of

superimposition, where there are two fundamental rhythmic patterns over which others

are placed:

Example 7 [superimposition of rhythm in movement X]

I) bu I 2J b-r7 3)1Jq, 23

J J J J .\ J J J J :t. /. %
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JJJ J J Jhno J J
~ J JJ '"''-'

The influence of rhythm on musical design cannot be understated, as it is through rhythm

that music unfolds through time. Consequently. the nature of the rhythmic patterning does

much to differentiate the developmental from non-developmental processes.

* * * *

Comment

It will be noticed that the description of some of the processes which define non

developmental music superficially resembles that of development; for example, the use of

fast moving tonal areas occurs in both developmental and in some non-developmental

music, as does the repetition of a single rhythmic unit, and equivocal harmonic and tonal
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relationships. It will therefore be advantageous to clarify some of these blurred edges, so

that the two concepts may be thoroughly disengaged.

Tonal design

We saw in the above analysis that one of the principal characteristics of the non

developmental tonal structure, was the brevity with which a key is expressed, with .

"definition or affirmation occurring in an almost perfunctory manner compared with the

level of opposition that featured within developmental music. But there are two features

whichrequire further clarification. Firstly, in both styles the expression of tonality may be

equivocal. However, the precise manner in which this tonal equivocation occurs from the

one style to the other is quite distinct. With development, the tonal uncertainty occurs as

part of the dramatic action, where two keys are battling for supremacy; by contrast, in the

case of non-development, what occurs is more like a tonal drift, or what Schoenberg

refers to as "roving harmony", where the absence of a specific scale results in there being

no clear tonal direction.P

Secondly, like much of the music analysed above, the development section in the

Brahms clarinet quintet revealed how fast-rnoving tonality can be used in the service of

developing motion. But again, there are important distinctions which must be made.

Firstly, there is a contextual difference. In a development section the fast tonal movement

is heard as a destabilising process, as it occurs in relation to the central tonal region, and

thus it intensifies the tonal opposition begun in the exposition. Secondly, and perhaps

more importantly, with non-development the period for which each region is used has a

predominantly cyclic quality to it, as does the harmonic structure. In regard to this last

point, it will be remembered that the harmonic structure of the development section was

clearly developmental, through the way in which opposition occurred from 'within' the

keys being expressed.

Patterning

In the Stabat Mater we saw that the forms evolve primarily using cyclical additive

processes, rather than motivic development." With the additive process music is built up

by the placement of discrete patterns side by side, creating a degree of discontinuity that

lends itself to the introduction of contrast in a non-developmental way. Coupled with this

6 Arnold Schoenberg, Structural functions ofharmony, (London: Williams and Norgate, 1954, RI969).3
7 The additive process is of course not the only means by which material is organised non-developmentally.
Constant elements are also important; for example. the uniform treatment of rhythm, as mentioned above, or
the use of a single tonality or pedal point for a work, or broad section thereof, when no harmonic
development occurs. However, what is of particular importance for disengaging the two concepts under
discussion is a consideration of how contrast is achieved non-developmentally, and an examination of the
main processes used in the Stabat Mater goes much of the way to revealing this.
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patterns are arranged cyclically, so that there is always a feeling for the perpetual 'now', or

movement around a single position in time. We have seen, however, that when these

cycles are made up of more than one pattern, the patterns which are added incorporate

elements of the previous material. The difference between this and a developmental

process lies in the dynamic flow. Firstly the contrasting patterns are subsequently

incorporated into some sort of cycle, so that progression through time is limited. and

secondly, the relationships are assimilated in such a way that they form a distinct identity:

with development this happens only after a gradual process of change. In addition,

patterns in developmental music involve internal contrast, so that the dynamic qualities of

the music are impelled from within the phrase. This was revealed clearly in the opening of

the clarinet quintet, where a number of textures, rhythms, and motivic cells evolve within

a four-bar period.

Finally, the use of a single rhythmic pattern repetitively was also seen to be a feature of

development, forming the basis of the melodic evolution in the development section of

the clarinet quintet. However, two aspects must be emphasised here which differentiate

this process from that of the cyclic repetition characteristic of non-development. As with

the similarities that occur between certain tonal processes examined above, the context is

of particular importance. With development that employs a rhythmic pattern repetitively,

we may notice that what is heard is the breaking up of larger familiar patterns; and

secondly, the rhythmic units used are open-ended, rather than the discrete rhythmic

structures which prevail in the Stabat Mater.

Texture with respect to structure

Little needs to be said in this regard, except to reinforce the fact that textural change,

where it occurs, is predominantly abrupt in the non-developmental style. More commonly,

however, texture, at least the rhythmic texture, is a constant element, whilst the

instrumental texture may be subtly varied or more markedly so, then having a larger

structural influence: this was the case with the third movement of the Stabat Mater, where

changes in orchestration had bearing on the differentiation of the cyclic structure.

Sentiment

The sentiments which occur in the Stabat Mater are diverse; there are the tragic,

melancholic, violent, brooding, and pastoral modes of experience among others, but it is

not the kind of sentiment and its complexities which primarily distinguishes the aesthetics

of each style, but the relationship between sentiments, and whether they involve a-process

of change. A useful example to elucidate the situation, is the presentation of dramatic

sentiments. In this regard we may consider the distinction Charles Rosen makes between

"dramatic action" and "dramatic sentiment" when writing on the Classical and High
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Baroque styles.f The distinction between action and sentiment is equally applicable here,

and illuminates the fact that drama need not be a processive phenomenon. Concentration

on a single sentiment, or an unprogressive movement from one sentiment to another can

reflect the dramatic emotions.

The aesthetic difference of the two styles rests on the kind of temporal structure which

is created, With non-development time becomes a space, a moment, something which can

be viewed from different angles, but which ultimately falls outside time. Development by

contrast emphasises time as a continuum, and concentrates on from one' point to

something in the distance. To conclude, presented below is a table which contrasts the

qualities of structure which help to differentiate the two aesthetics:

Non-developmental tendencies Developmental tendencies

Cyclical or uniform arrangement of materialEvolutionary arrangement of material

Similarity, or recurrence Diversity, change

Dramatic sentiment Dramatic action

Concentration on the present, the 'now'

Ascendancy of non-directed motion

Projection through time

Goal-directed motion

8 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style, (London: Faber, 1971, R1976) 43.
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Part 11



IV

Gnossienne NQ 4

Erik Satie

The music begins with an arpeggiation of a D minor chord, introducing a uniform rhythm

and a simple arc-shaped contour:

Example 1 [bars 1-12]

The rhythm and contour pervade the entire work, providing a stable soundscape through

which melodies drift. The predominantly low register, minor sonority, the soft dynamic,

and the slow harmonic rhythm and tempo, suggest that the mode of experience which the

work encapsulates is to be of a sombre and profound kind .

.The opening two bars 1 have an introductory feel, an effect created through the absence

of a melody over the accompaniment-type figuration which is evident: From a tonal

1 For purposes of reference, I have taken the fundamental six beat unit as equivalent to one bar of music.
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perspective, the chord of D minor can be heard as a possible central focus for the work, a

potential point of repose; but as the music evolves, the notion of this chord as some kind

of tonic is challenged: an equivocal tonal sense becomes of central importance to the

character of the work.

In bar 3 a melody enters, giving weight to the assertion that bars 1-2 are in some way

preliminary to the main body of the work. The point of separation between bars 2 and 3,

however, is undermined by the continuation of the D minor harmony and the metrically

weak entry of the melody: these features make the point of initiation cquivocal.f . The

melody evolves into an end-accented, six beat pattern, which occurs over the progressiori

D minor to C minor (refer ex.I).3 Hovering over the accompaniment, occupying its own

temporal space, it can be heard as an independent voice, as somewhat removed from the

texture. The impression created is of something emerging from the musical fabric, rather

than a bald superimposition of material. A significant component in the creation of this

effect is the metrically weak entry of the melody: this gives forward momentum to the

even-flowing scalic line, which descends towards the downbeat of measure 4. The

continuation of the melodic line onto the second beat ofbar 4 maintains the fluidity of the

texture, or a feeling for the indefinite, by smoothing over the point of harmonic change,

and thereby maintaining a separate temporal space for melody and harmony;

The particular melodic and harmonic patterns described above combine to create the

equivocal tonal structure which I touched upon above. The parallel quality of the

progression and the modal shift which it supports, precludes there being an unequivocal

point of harmonic focus, i.e., definition of a functional harmonic hierarchy cannot be

discerned. This is because neither the D minor nor the C minor chord can be viewed as

occupying a position of repose: their relationship with each other is constantly shifting.

The modal shift implied by the progression is expressed melodically by movement

from an A harmonic minor to a C minor mode, articulated melodically by the chromatic

. motion E natural to E flat. The shaping of the main part of the melody from an A minor

scale further detracts from D minor as a tonic, creating a polar tension which gives

emphasis to the pitch A. The result is that the D minor chord takes on a subdominant

flavour:

2 The point of initiation for a work is that point at which the main body of a work is felt to begin. This
feeling is created by a downbeat of particular strength, and it is this which clarifies a passage as being
introductory. In this instance, the point of initiation is veiled. Retrospectively. bar 3 has a stronger
hypermetric stress than that of bar I. but the differentiation is obviously not sharply defined - this is integral
to the design of the work which is characterised by avoidance of the tangible and the concrete.
3 Technically, this sequence of chords is a succession, but I have chosen instead to use the word progression
in its generic sense because it sounds more natural, less pedantic. and therefore the meaning is clearer.
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Example 2 [possible resolution bar 4]
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The appearance of the chord of C minor, however, undermines D minor as a potential

tonic or subdominant. Reinforced through repetition (bar 5), and the presence of a leading

note, although it has little in the way of rhythmic stress, C minor now has the potential to

become a tonic. The shift in tonal focus heightens the sentiment, whilst paradoxically

giving some sense of release: mode and harmony arenow in agreement, whilst the

cessation of the melody creates a temporal space that reinforces the subtle feeling of

repose. Ultimately, despite the 'sense of release', the progression is charged with

expectation because of the inherent tonal equivocation.

The modal shift which I have described, creates a moment of surprise and delight.

With regards to style, it contradicts nothing which has come before, and it is subsequently

integrated into that which follows. Melodically, the Eb arrives by step, and replicates the

relationship A-G# of bar 3, whilst the relationship between the D minor and the C minor

chord, perpetuates the kind of character and tension that was created previously by the

clash between the D minor chord and the A minor scale. It is because moments such as

this are integrated into the larger musical fabric, that they can be enjoyed as part of a

coherent musical experience. As a result, the impact achieved through abrupt changes and

juxtapositions is unlikely to diminish with familiarity.

It has been implicit in the discussion so far, that the significance of this music stems from

a concern with the indefinite, which inheres in the melodic and harmonic patterning. But

it is important to observe the way in which this occurs within a readily perceivable sense

of design, which feels balanced, varied, and taut. The 'indefinite' or 'equivocal' must be

differentiated from what is simply vagueness or imprecision: the one refers to the subtlety

of a pattern, andis almost an essential ingredient of music; the other is a defect resulting

from inconsistency, incomprehensibility and rambling movement.

The melody is of a predominantly linear design, with the introduction of new pitches

and variation of direction occurring in such a way as to avoid meaningless duplication of

form. The melody begins with the repetition of the pitch A, leaps a third, and then turns

back on itself leading into a descending scale which curves upwards at the end. The

movement through Eb, B and C at the end of the melody is a variant of the opening shape:
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Example 3 [melodic structure bars 3-4]

In the example, it will be observed that c inverts the opening shape of the melody,

creating a change in direction which gives relief from the .linear descent to Eb, and

produces a parallel moment: the parallel quality brings out the feeling for symmetrical

design, making the melody a more distinct, balanced and rounded entity..

Important too is the way in which the grace-note figure provides a delightfully

irrational moment. Rhythmically it is something entirely new, giving relief from the

regular flow of quavers as a moment of spontaneity, whilst vertically the B provides a

dissonant clash, But what is of primary importance is' timing and placement, the way in

which something becomes surprising and poignant because of the precise moment at

which it occurs. In this case, Eb is the culminating point of the linear descent, arising as a

diminution of the line, and expressing the tonal shift with the force of a metric stress:

these qualities make the Eb a focal point for the melody - a melodic goal." The power of

the grace-note figure, therefore, stems from the strong splash of colour and rhythm which

it provides after the melody has reached its goal. What Satie has done is turn a need for

balance within the melodic pattern as a whole into something of peculiar power through

the most. subtle of changes. Consider for a moment the alternatives, without making

radical alterations. Replacing B with D would be prosaic because it would produce a

finality that contradicted the airy quality of the melody; halting the line at Eb would create

an imbalance; moving directly from C to Eb would on the other hand be too bald to

follow such a dramatic shift; simply evening out the rhythm would negate the feeling of a

'moment'. What such reflections show, is that this seemingly insignificant little feature

and its particular form and placement is crucial to the power of the design.

4 This is obviously not to be confused with the way in which a pitch becomes a goal in a developmental
work. The Eb is not something which is anticipated in advance, but when it does arrive it becomes. the focal
point of the melody. Furthermore. talking about a goal at this level of structure is far removed from the idea
of goal-orientated motion as a structural principal.
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In the passage of music just analysed, there are two other features worthy of mention: the

interval of the augmented second, and the single note reiteration, as in the repetition of the

note A with which the melody begins. The augmented second is a distinctive interval

when occurring melodically, and has a strong association with Eastern melody. It has both

an exotic and a plaintive sound, and occurring within a descending melodic line, as it does

here, contributes significantly to the intense melancholy at the heart of the musical

sound.> The effect of the repeated notes at the beginning of the melody imbue it with an

improvisatory, or spontaneous quality, as does the grace-note figure.? This, along with

other features I have isolated, gives rise to the evocation of a subtly shifting, reflective

mental state or mood.

The harmonic/melodic pattern, as well as being tonally unstable, possesses an element of

metric equivocation, important for the overall effect which has been described. I have

shown that the melodic component of the shape is end-accented (u -), and that

harmonically the accentuation is difficult to place, being equivocal. The hypermetric

structure is also of a fascinating design, and although it is known more clearly in

retrospect, through repetition of the D minor/C minor pattern at bar 6 without the

introductory bars, it becomes apparent as the music proceeds, that the larger metric sense

of the music is always in flux. Starting with the melodic entry, the first D minor/C minor

progression forms a three beat hypermetric pattern. The repetition of C minor, containing

no melodic component, creates a textural space, accentuating the solemn style by giving

time for the facets of the sentiment to resonate in the mind. Should the harmony have

immediately returned to the D minor chord, the music would have noticeably gained pace,

as the harmonic rhythm would have increased threefold from the opening three measures.

The repetition of the D minor/C minor progression is also occurs a three beat

hypermeasure, but the third beat doubles as the first of the subsequent pattern beginning at

bar 8. The metric overlap is achieved through the melody being brought forward. The C

minor harmony is, therefore, part of the thirdhypermetre (taking the introduction as the

first), but because of the timing of the melodic entry it is retrospectively heard as the

initiating moment of the fourth. The opening pattern is now formed into a sequence.

The fourth hypermetre (b.8) involves the progression C minor to B minor (refer ex. I).

Unlike the first expression of the pattern, the second chord is not repeated, so the music is

condensed still further by a quickening of the harmonic motion. The modal juxtapositions

5 The reference to the descending line is of course a very broad generalisation, and seems to have the
quality of a platitude. Nevertheless, the direction in which a line travels, although perhaps not as important
as rhythmic and intervallic features, creates a particular symbolic framework, or a propensity to create a
certain effect.
6 Such features could be said to be mere ornament, but it will be realised by now that in a style of such
simplicity as this is, any element of change is of particularsignificance.
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are now familiar and the space to allow the shifts to resonate is not needed. The increase

in pace is justified because it is now possible to understand much of the nature of the

patterning that has occurred so far, and thus, the same amount of musical space is not

necessary to continue the mode of experience which is being given expression. This does

not create a sense of the music becoming hurried, or a feeling for the dramatic, but

instead, it ensures that the listener will remain engaged through the precision and

economy of the musical narrative.

Example 4 [melodic structure bars 8-9]

j
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The melodic shape which is used here is an embellished and slightly varied version of the

opening melody as is demonstrated in the example above. The principal change is the

initiation of increased rhythmic activity. This imbues the melodic form with a turbulent or

troubled character, illuminating a new facet of the prevailing sentiment. When looking at.

a broader level of structure, it is apparent that the passage forms part of a descending line

(D-C-B), and with this descent a lower register is used, adding a darker quality to the

sound. Note, however, that the chord of B minor does not have the same hypermetric

force as the D and C minor chords, but nevertheless, it contains a similar equivocal

quality in relation to function: it has as much potential to become a point of tonal focus as

either the D or C minor chords, because of the absence of tonal definition. It is apparent,

however, that D minor is gaining some ascendancy through positioning, but it cannot be

called a tonic in the traditional tonal sense - more will be said on this later.

Melodically, the conclusion of the pattem involves a change in direction as before, and

again it stands out as a poignant moment. The intervals used are similar to those of which

c is composed (a third and a second), and the concluding G# is dissonant with the

harmony, being given force through placement on the second beat. The essential change is

the broader span of c' which occurs in response to the increased rhythmic activity brought

about by the contraction of d: the broader span of c' maintains the balance of the shape.

As with c', c' gives the melody balance, and the grace-note figure, poignancy,

smoothing over the sharpness of the modal juxtaposition. The G# provides a change" that

maintains the unexpected: now the dissonant note, formally B natural, is given
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prominence through duration and placement. An exact repetitionof the grace-note figure

would have been banal, for the changes which have already occurred necessitate further

variation, in order that the subtly irrational qualities so essential to the pattern are

maintained.

Like the pattern formed from the progression D minor to C minor, this two bar form is

repeated. The repetition, however, is extended with the progression B minor to D minor

(bb.ll-12). The effect of the progression is significant in two respects: it concludes a

larger scale musical pattern by creating a degree of closure; and it creates a moment of

surprise, shedding some light on the flexible nature of the harmonic entities within the

context of the piece. I will firstly explain the sense, and degree of conclusion which is

reached at this point in the music, and this in turn will reveal something on the nature of

the D minor chord with respect to its tonal function. At bar 12 there is a feeling that a

motion has been completed, be it somewhat momentary, One of the reasons for this is

clearly harmonic - the return of the D minor chord forces a halt to the descending line D

C-B by a shift in focus back to the opening. Three other factors also seem to be

responsible for, or to reinforce, this effect. The first is the completion of a three note

linear motion, A(b.3), G(b.8), and F(b.12) in the melodic part, which occurs with the

return of the D minor chord. The second is the placement of the F on the first beat of bar

12 with no further continuation creating a metrical coming together of melody and

accompaniment. The third, and final factor, is that a textural space is created preceding

and following the F: this is typical of a concluding moment, i.e. a held note or notes slow

the rhythmic flow around a cadential point, reinforcing the sense of closure.

Despite the circular aspect of the underlying linear pattern which can now be

perceived in bars 1-12, Le. the motion D-C-B-D in the bass, the D minor chord of bar 12

does not initially sound like a tonic .chord - it does not have the level of repose that would

be expected. To understand this we must look at the context in which the chord occurs.

Up until this point the harmonic movement has formed a linear descent, each chord being

at a step's distance from the next. Each step, through its harmonic realisation, has also

created or implied a modal change. The harmonic skip of a third is therefore something

which had not yet been experienced, and although D minor is a familiar chord, its

juxtaposition with B minor produces a further modal shift as D minor, or any scale

relating to this chord, has not been in 'operation' or expressed. The chord, therefore, has

the quality of newness, continuing the equivocal nature of the tonal. structure, whilst

paradoxically bringing about a sense of return that creates a cadential-like breath in the

music.

Melodically, the wave-like formation in the melody is continued through to bar 12, the

D (b.ll) rising up through F# to G# and then falling through A to F natural (b.12), giving
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prominence to the augmented second over a slightly larger span. The modal oscillation is

also again given prominence through the melodic F-F# opposition, and it is precisely this

juxtaposition which gives the D minor chord its poignancy, contradicting D minor ':IS a

governing force in terms of tension and repose.

Contextually, bar 12 is where one would expect to hear a hypermetric stress. There is,

however, a strong feeling of continuation between bars II and 12, which is created by the

return of D minor at the completion of the linear motion in the melody. The result is a

weakening of the hypermetric stress, so that the material at bar 12 functions as part of a

concluding gesture in relation to the larger design of the music.

* * * *

Example 5 [bars 13-21]
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At bar 13 a variation on the now familiar pattern emerges, marking the beginning a larger

contrasting section. It should be borne in mind, however, that the larger sectionalisation of

material is not overtly differentiated: there is a continuing fluidity to the structure, so that

the idea of the indefinite and intangible penetrates deeper into the structure of the work. It

is the entry of the melody, which does not occur until the fourth beat of bar 13, that

produces the first hint of a new form emerging, as the slow methodical articulation of the

D minor triad is something which is common to both the end of the first section and the

beginning of the second.

The delay of the melodic entry, as before, allows the melody to continue to sound free

from constraints through the occupation of its own temporal space: the change in the exact
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point at which the melody enters provides the subtle sort of variation that preserves this

quality.

The most significant change to take place at this point is that of linear direction. The

basis for the section now involves a rising form with the progression of D minor to E

minor. Above this the melody divides into two linear impulses that move in contrary

motion (refer ex.6). The rising motion, reflecting the harmonic pattern as it does, is more

persuasive and immediate.

Example 6 [melodic structure bars 13-14]
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The arrival of the'E before the G in the melodic expression of these two shapes, is crucial

to the aesthetic value of the melodic line. There is perhaps more than one reason for this.

The first is that in this order, both goal notes arrive in an indirect way, involving affective

leaps, and providing some degree of contrary motion with the accompaniment.7 The

second is that of the two, the G provides the lesser degree of resolution, and this means

that the line to some extent remains open-ended. Of course, the melodic line of bars 3 to.4

is the opposite in this respect, and yet it still sounds aesthetically appropriate. The

difference is that the progression D minor to C minor is itself a surprising and exciting

moment: the two chords are in overt tonal opposition, and so the final note C balances this

through the level of stability it provides. Coming back to the music of bars 13 to 14, it is

apparent that there is less tension in the progression D minor to E minor, and so the

conclusion of the melodic line on G leaves the ear desiring continuation. Both

explanations which I have given play their part, but I find the former the more compelling,

.the intertwining of bass and melody being essential to the shape and character of the

work.

The sentiment which is evident in this portion of the music is strongly connected to that

which has come before, through the rhythmic, harmonic and melodic material which is

used. But new aspects of the originating emotion are revealed. Most noteworthy is .the

shift to a calmer, brighter mood, compared with that of the previous section. The passage

7 Because the melody and accompaniment use the same rhythm. a degree of contrary motion provides
valuable variation. What it achieves here is the differentiation of two intertwining lines. between which the
ear can move. The effect is therefore significantly enriched.
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has the quality of nostalgic reflection, that sense of pleasure associated with distant but

pleasant thoughts, but with the sadness of things past which inheres in the concept of

nostalgia. The change in emphasis is produced in two ways; firstly, through the rising

linear motion which has already been discussed, and secondly, through the absence of

chromaticism - the D minor to E minor progression reveals no overt change of mode.

Particularly noticeable is the absence of the augmented second which features strongly in

the melodic styfe of the first section.

The repetition of this pattern is expanded through extension of the D minor chord and

the melodic shape. This delays the expected E minor triad, heightening its effect when it

does occur in bar 17. The technique of delaying the expected is not in itself anything of

great value, but it has the potential to be so, as does the contraction of time between

events as we have seen. Delay can also be used for radically different purposes; it might

be used for dramatic effect, for adding urgency and momentum, or may alternatively

provide a way of slowing the music down, concentrating attention on the present.

Everything depends on the context, the material, and the way it is manipulated. In this

instance, the delay of an event is created by the extended repetition of a melodic pattern

over a single harmony, so that the pace of the music slows, and time becomes

momentarily suspended. The process is the reverse of that found in the first section, but

the effect is similar in kind: urgency is avoided, contemplation is advanced.

To repeat the mode of expression for the D minor/C minor progression, would have

created a different sort of structure, and perhaps an inferior one. Reversing the process as

Satie does, maintains the unpredictability of the way in which elements unfold within

what is clearly a largely static and predictable framework. Furthermore, the melody here is

much more straightforward than that of bars 3-4, so that rather than needing an extended

temporal space in which it can resonate, we require more detail, so we are presented with

new relationships between melody and accompaniment upon which to reflect. Alteration

to the proportion of the patterns has now become an important means of variation which

contributes significantly to the engaging quality of the musical narrative.

From bar 18 the ascending line is extended, firstly to F, and then to F#, both extensions

using one basic melodic shape. The extension of the line occurs as part of a simplification

of the melodic material: the scalic filling is gone, and we are left with a compelling pure

shape. The process of variation experienced in bar 8 is reversed, so that instead of change

through embellishment, a 'moment' is created in the most surprising way, by

simplification with the forceful placement of two notes over a familiar harmonic event. In

this case duration and placement have great importance. The extended duration of the

melodic A gives an impression of being outside time, creating a stillness which elevates

the emotional experience, through concentration on the simplest detail. The effect is
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enhanced further by the coming together of melody and accompaniment on a downbeat,

lessening the sense of forward movement.

After a space created by the repetition of the D minor triad in bar 19, there is an event

which could be described as the climax, but perhaps more appropriately, the high-point of

the piece: the arrival of the F# major chord.8 It can be described in this way because it

stands out as the most dramatic moment within the context of the piece, and one which is

. in some way the outcome of the previous music. But it is not a goal in the sense of the

outcome of a series of tonal motions which suggest and lead to a particular point. This

observation is given support by the way in which the F# major chord arrives, not as a

direct extension of the line D - E - F#, but instead, quite suddenly, negating what has

become an oscillatory movement between D and E minor. The feeling for arrival is in

metaphorical language an outcome of a contemplative and reflective mental state, rather

than some sort of inner conflict or turmoil in which one element is striving for supremacy

over another. The goal, therefore, if it may be described this way, is something not known

or expected in advance, but something which once it does occur sounds in keeping with

the qualities of the work - there in lies a paradox.

The F# major chord produces a sudden moment of clarity, the subtle shift in focus of a

revelation. The most immediately telling feature is that the harmonic sonority is major,

rather than the now familiar minor (the first time in the piece!). This, along with the

pentatonic sound created by the presence of a D#, is responsible for the change in effect.

The chord is also significant for its third relationship with the preceding D minor chord,

relating the progression to that of bars 11 - 12 as a parallel moment.

Despite the shift in focus, this is a moment which is strongly connected with the

experience created by the whole. In terms of effect, the F# major chord extends further the

brightening of the mood begun at bar 13. The obvious features are still present: the

arpeggiation, and the simple triadic harmony. The melodic shaping is also familiar, for

one can see that a pattern has emerged:

Example 7 [linear structure bars 14-20]
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8 The term climax tends to imply development, or an outcome of progressive motion, something which is
obviously not intended here: F# major is in no way a predictable outcome of the previous music.
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What we have are a series of sixths, and importantly, this motion is disguised somewhat,

firstly through the use of contrary motion, and then through the addition of C#. Through

these various relationships the alien elements of the chord are tied into the sentiment as a

whole. This may seem perverse at first, but the more one becomes familiar with the music

the more this portion of the piece sounds like an aesthetically logical, if somewhat

surprising outcome.

* * * *

Example 8 [bars 22-25]

At bar 22 the material of the first section returns in a condensed form. The sentiment now

reverts to the melancholic touch of the opening, through the return of the augmented

second, and the more overt modal fluctuations. There is, however, a notable change. The

descending line is broken in the melodic part with the absence of repetition harmonically,

so that what was ten bars in length is now heard in the space of four.

The suggestion of a full recapitulation, with the return of the opening melody, remains

unfulfilled. The material is thereby injected with new meaning, creating the impetus for

continuation. Instead of a full return to the e~otional state of the opening, there is a

fleeting reminiscence, subtly changed in response to the intermediate ideas. The material

of bars 22-23 and 24-25, are able to be juxtaposed and enjoyed because the larger pattern

from which they have come has been assimilated. These two, two-bar units, are

fragments, which, like flashbacks, make sense because the connections are known. The

linear connections are, however, still here, but less explicitly so. The G natural of the

descending line A - G - F is now absent from the melody, but its presence is still felt

within the harmony, giving it the quality and function of an implied note.

* * * *
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The final section features a return of material from section two (bars 13-21, refer ex. 9

below). With the first two patterns the melody is transposed to begin on F, and it is now

metrically accented, beginning with the arpeggiation. The melodic notes which coincide

with the E minor chord are similarly changed, with the E being the final note of the

melodic pattern. These alterations to the basic pattern direct the music towards a

conclusion. The reduced forward impetus created by the metric stress at the beginning of

the melody, and the use of E as a concluding melodic note especially, propels the music

towards closure.

Example 9 [bars 26-end)

At bar 30, the material of bars 18 to 21 is used with the addition of an E minor triad as a

concluding gesture ClI surprising moment indeed!). The A- (e) F pattern taken from bar 18

which precedes this is now heard as a reminiscence, rather than a moment of arrival or

revelation.

The concluding progression, F# major to E minor, is of particular interest. Margery

Koon, in her dissertation on the harmonic style of Satie's piano works, has this to say

about it:

The final cadence rejects the prevailing tonic of the piece, ending with a i-+III-ii progression
in D minor. The chord choice is particularly surprising as the piece is otherwise harmonically
tame, and the tonic chord is an important pole throughout. No programmatic or functional
purpose can explain the cadence. other than Satie's basic inclination to avoid completely
obvious structures in his works.?

9 Margery A Koon, Aspects of Harmonic Structure in Piano Works of Erik: Satie, (Ph.D., University of
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Now, for the moment, leaving aside her description of the harmony in functional terms, I

find this explanation, or lack of it to be implausible, and it shows, among other things,

little insight into the psychology of a composer. There is in fact a clear purpose for this

progression: it is aesthetically rewarding. But of course it is why this is the case that needs

some explanation. The arrival of E minor at this point is obviously surprising, as this

particular juxtaposition of chords has not been heard anywhere else in the work, but at the

same time, the effect it creates is within the scope of the larger design. The E minor chord

provides an appr?priate and aesthetically pleasurable conclusion to the work because it

leaves the modality indefinite, something which has been an integral part of the tonal

design from the beginning. A return to the D minor chord would have been prosaic, and

ironically may have created the desire for something more. If, on the other hand, the piece

had ended with the F# major chord, there would have been a stronger sense of finality, but

it may have changed the focus of the work. In this context the F# major chord sounds

particularly stable because it is the only major chord within a predominantly minor

realm. 10 The chord of E minor, however, allows the music to remain free of constraint; in

effect, it allows the music to continue unencumbered, so that the ear is left desiring

nothing, whilst the piece resonates strongly in the mind.

* * * *

Comment

Formal design

Gnossienne 4 can be described loosely as built on variation principles, but only loosely. It

clearly has the necessary cyclical structure which could be described thus: A A! A2 A3

with a strong relationship between A and A2 and A! and A3. Because of this relationship

one could go further and say the form was divided thus: A: a + b/A': a' + b! (refer fig.10

below). Finally, A2 and A3, being abridged (N to a lesser extent than As), combine to

form a period which is similar in scale to A and A' individually, thus creating the

suggestion of a three-way division. All these ways of viewing the structure have a degree

of truth in them, but none is definitive. What is clearis that the linear structure of bars 1

12 forms the basis for the three other main portions of the music; that there is a sense of

return at bar 22; and that the abridgement of A2 undermines this sense of return. The

equivocal qualities of the form are an integral part of the design, and what is most

Wisconsin, 1974).72, ,
lOA major chord. for whatever reason, is inherently stable in contrast to a minorchord.
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compelling aurally is the long range undulation created by the changing direction of the

line, mirroring that which occurs on a more immediate level in the accompaniment. The

'veiling' of the larger formal structure is perpetuated further by harmonic alld metric

overlapping that occurs between sections.

Example
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The basic identity or rhythmic structure of the one pattern which pervades. the work,

remains essentially unaltered; it may be expanded or telescoped according to .the

necessities of the. music, but its function and shape remain unchanged. FeatureS which

provide variation at one point, however, may undergo transformation at another; e.g., the

motive d is condensed and undergoes repetition as dl and d>. In the second section we

hear the wave-like motion which this formed as the basis for a new melody that differs

subtly in form and character. But within the context this is still essentially a process of

variation, as the. rhythmic structure of the pattern is constant. The melodic pattern is still
. .

underpinned by a parallel progression; it has the same independent relationship with the

accompaniment, its rhythmic shape is essentially the same, and it occurs in roughly the

same period of time.

Tonal design

The tonal structure of this work is clearly unusual, and not really what one would refer to

as "harmonically tame". As I revealed earlier, Margery A Koon, when analysing the final

cadence of the piece, implies that Gnossienne 4 can be viewed in conventional tonal

terms. Elsewhere, when describing the first and second sections of the work, she uses

functional symbolic notation to describe the progressions, so that in her terms the opening

progression moves from i to vi, and in the second section from i to m. ll It should be

apparent from my own analysis that I consider this an untenable position. If anything is

11 Margery A Koon, Aspects ofHarmonic Structure in Piano Works ofErik Saiie, 60.
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essential to the character of this Gnossienne, it is the abundance of surprising, powerful

harmonic juxtapositions, and an absence of clear functional harmony. D minor, as a

chord, is indeed present at the opening and 'closing of each section, but as a tonality, it is

not expressed. The functional labelling described above reveals little, and more than that,

it obscures the essence of the work. The only way D minor can be seen as a tonic is if we

are to view it as a kind of 'referential sonority'. With this view, D minor gradually assumes

the quality of repose associated with a tonic, because of its placement at the beginning and

conclusion of each section. Because of this it is in the second and fourth sections that D

minor is at its strongest, as in these sections there is little overt modal opposition. Even

so, the equivocal nature of the tonal structure persists to the end, because of the parallel

nature of the progressions, and the way in which at different positions within the work

various chords suggest themselves as potential tonics. As late as the final three chords

there is doubt as to whether there is a key is in operation. In summary, therefore, one can

not speak of the piece as being in a key or mode as Margery Koon is wont to do.

Sentiment

Gnossienne 4 can broadly be said to inhabit the domain of the melancholic. In particular,

what is symbolised by this work is a reflective, sometimes nostalgic, fragmentary and
, '

dream-like mental attitude. As such, the central encompassing idea of the work is

concerned with the intangible, as opposed to the concrete, where shapes and forms

evaporate at the touch, like the very nature of the emotions themselves. This symbolism

arises in particular from the equivocal nature of the tonal and harmonic structure, the

distinctive metric relationships which exist between melody and accompaniment, and

further, from the equivocal nature of the larger form itself, where one moment

imperceptibly merges with another.

The pervasive quality of the intangible gains its detail and melancholic edge through

the particular intervallic and rhythmic qualities of a single, prominent and evocative idea.

Of particular importance to the sentiment of this idea are the chromatic juxtapositions,

poignant contrasts between linear and disjunct motion, the presence of the augmented

second, and the subtle rhythmic caprices, giving rise to a spontaneous or intense and

sometimes turbulent character.

The wave-like motion in the accompaniment contributes strongly to the sense of the

perpetual moment, a degree of timelessness or stasis which is integral to the non

developmental style. Through this a contemplative trance-like quality emanates from the

music, but its sentiment is worldly or secular, for want of a better word, as opposed to

religious or ascetic; for the qualities of sentiment which I have mentioned are ultimately

connected with unfulfilled desire, or the human rather than the spiritual self.
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I have also shown the mode of experience which the Gnossienne embodies, unfolds in

an engaging way, and that every element seems carefully placed so as to maximise its

impact. To return to an earlier observation, to enter into a work with reward, one must not

only recognise the many subtleties of the structure, and what they represent, but also be

able to identify with the nature of the experience being unfolded.
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An den Wassem zu Babel saBen wir und weinten

Arvo Part

An den Wassem, written for vocal quartet and organ, is composed in what Arvo Part

himself has called the tintinnabuli style. It is so named, because the notes of the triad upon

which the music is firmly based, are felt to bear a sonorous resemblance to the sound of

ringing bells.

The tintinnabuli style is very simple music composed of the most basic elements: a

single triad and a scale which belong to one.specific tonality. The 'principal shape' formed

from these elements is the linear unfolding of the triad, and this determines the melodic

structure of the movement as a whole. Combined with this is a 'tintinnabuli' line, which is

an arpeggiation of the triad. The precise shape of the tintinnabulation, i.e., what note of

the triad is sounded at anyone point, is determined by a formula' in which notes of the

triad are chosen according to the note that is present in the linear unfolding at a given

moment; thus, a significant part of the music is created through the application of

systematised compositional procedure.

Through the combination and variation of the linear unfolding and the tintinnabulation,

a musical fabric is created in which the presence of a single triad is felt throughout. The

central position of the triad within the musical structure, is not defined by a series of

functional formulae, but through repetition and positioning; this will be clarified with

analysis.

* * **

Section I [lines 1-6]

The music begins with an elaborated scale that unfolds an A minor triad (refer ex'!

. below). It is sung first by a solo tenor, then by soprano, and finally by the bass voice.

What is experienced here is the simplest of melodies. The mode of experience which the

work articulates clearly lies within the domain of deep contemplation. The melody which

is formed unfolds at a measured rate, with a note being added at each stage of the process.

In all, only five notes appear, all belonging to a single minor mode. The charm of the

music is obviously to be found in its simplicity. To understand it the ear must first savour

the subtle fluctuations of tension within the scale, and subsequently the changing
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inflection produced by timbre and register: each voice gives a subtly different character to

the line. The precise order in which the voices enter is also important, maintaining a

degree of the unpredictable into the third occurrence of the pattern by avoiding a

movement in one direction, i.e., from above to below or vice-versa.

Example I [lines 1-3]
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The three occurrences of the line form what can loosely be described as an introductory

passage, but one which is not definitively demarcated: retrospectively, this period of the

music becomes part of the larger textural and structural scheme. The melody introduces

essential elements of the specific tonality, and qualities of shape which are integral to the

work, whilst the actual feeling of introduction is determined by linear movement towards

the central pitch - the position of greatest repose. Because the recited pitch (E) is not the

central tone, the introduction of each pitch initially has an unknown function, i.e., its level .

of tension in relation to the tonality, so that only at the end of the line do we have an idea

of the tonality being used. Each note therefore, as it appears, possesses an element of

uncertainty about it which engages the listener. The shape is affective too, as the

increasingly larger. leaps which result are heard against the background of linear

movement, and similarly, the leaps are essential to the appreciation of the linear

unfolding. Repetition of this motion with a gradual decrease of volume, and ultimately

register, all contribute to the sense of expectation typical of an introduction.

At line 4 the soprano returns with a new melodic shape,1 intertwined with a

tintinnabulation and a pedal point, both of which are played by the organ.I

I As there are portions of the work which are unbarred, I have referred to line numbers rather than bars.
2 The score which 1 have used is for vocal quartet, horn, and a string and wind group, whilst the only
recording I have been able to obtain is arranged for vocal quartet and organ accompaniment. I have chosen
to analyse the latter version. Generally speaking the organ simply plays the instrumental parts.
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Example 2 [line 4]

~

®
s.l~

r
* Numbers refer to semi-tones betweenparts.

This passage reveals a new degree of stasis, with movement centering around a single

point. The feeling of stasis is enhanced further by the tintinnabulation in the organ, which

creates an ostinato-like texture beneath the melody. Now the tension of the line is

enhanced further with the notes of the line clashing and harmonising with the pedal point,

and tintinnabulation.

The gradual linear extension of the scale, present in lines 1-3, is also the means by

which this new shape unfolds. Like the introduction, it has an overtly mathematical or

formulaic structure. It is made from the repetitious movement towards the central pitch,

alternately from below and above, with a newnote being added' at the completion of each

cycle.3 The pattern, however, begins as a neighbour note figure, and only in the fifth

measure of the line is the precise nature of the melodic shape established.

The tintinnabulation, as mentioned above, is created according to a systematised

procedure. In this particular case, the notes of the triad are chosen according to whether

they are alternately the nearest above and nearest below the pitches of the linear shape.

The resulting shape is much freer than that of the linear part, and as well as ensuring that

the sound of the triad is always present, it provides important variation intervallically

within a structure that is otherwise patterned in a noticeably formulaic way: this is crucial

to the aesthetic value of the work.

Each stage in the expansion of the linear pattern is marked rhythmically by a sustained

note as apparent in the above quotation. At these moments only the notes of the triad

occur, in particular, A and E are sounded together, except in bar 4 where a C arises. The

emphasis given to C occurs halfway through the pattern (in terms of the expansion, but

not duration), standing out as a focal point Within the phrase through the strongly affective

quality it produces, within the context of predominantly dissonant and 'open' intervals.

The remainder of the section involves two repetitions of the same pattern, with new

textures and subtle variation. The first repetition involves an inversion of the shape, with

3 The cycle in this instance equates with a completed movement above and below the central pitch.
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the tenor voice taking the tintinnabuli line, and the bass the linear part, both winding in

and around the pedal point. The four-part texture is formed from a combination of the two

forms of the line with their respective tintinnabulations:

Example 3 [lines 5-6]

From the vertical perspective, the linear and tintinnabuli parts provide a range of

intervallic forms. With the first change in texture (line 4), the precise succession of

intervals is not so significant, as the organ and vocal timbres which are used maintain a

degree of independence. The effect is of a melody with an accompanying texture, the

main shape present in the soprano part standing out in relief. For the same reason the

occurrence of a sustained C natural at the midway point is more prominent and affective

in lines 5 and 6, where the timbres merge.

With the subsequent two-part vocal texture, the particular intervallic forms are heard

more clearly. Rather than the effect of a single melody against a loose ostinato, what is

heard is the fluctuation between intervals of differing levels of dissonance. At the

beginning of each bar (except the fourth bar mentioned above) the tenor and bass form a

perfect fourth Over an A pedal. These are points of relative repose to which the

interceding dissonant and consonant intervals are heard to resolve. In the final phrase of
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the section the intervals interceding the points of repose combine to form 'added' or tonal

'cluster-type' chords:

Example 4 [harmonic sonorities, line 6]
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• Asterisks refer to 'added' chords.

The added chords are heard as a logical extension of the seconds evident in the preceding

lines. The overall effect is a gradual process of intensification through a series of changes

largely on the vertical plane, emphasising the moment, rather than progression through

time. The main variable is the tintinnabulatiotl which begins as a loose ostinato in the

background, and concludes by merging into the texture.

Section IT [lines 7-11]

The second section begins in a similar way to the first, with a single melodic line. The

melody is a variant of the principal shape, rather than the introductory material, and uses

E as the recited pitch. The line occurs underneath a sustained pedal in the organ:

Example 5 [lines 7-8]

B.

1:?® !lip
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The same basic process of melodic expansion is apparent, but the rhythm is altered, and

the line moves away from the central pitch rather than towards it. The unfolding is also

extended by one pattern, enabling a linear connection to B, which becomes the reciting

tone for the next line when the tenor takes over. It is this changing pitch centre which

allows the variation to act as an area of contrast within the larger structural framework.

Also significant in this respect is the use of the principal shape (lines 4c6), rather than the

introductory material. This allows for a sense of return imparted by the reappearance of

the introductory pattern in the third section.

Throughout lines 7 and 8 A is still the controlling pitch, whilst not being present as a

recited tone. The changes do not create the level of movement reminiscent of modal or

tonal transposition. In terms of the level of dissonance achieved on a broad structural .

level, the process which takes place here is equivalent in strength to a harmonic change. In

keeping with the more horizontal approach in the initial phrase of this section, greater

continuity is exhibited by the use of the pedal point and the vocal overlap.

Following from line 8, time is condensed: the third repetition of the melody is

eliminated, and the next stage in the textural cycle is brought forward. Hearing the line

again in the same form, especially as it has been extended, would allow the music to

stagnate: the duration of the line gives it a level of predictability not compatible with

further repetitlon.? The abridgement of the cycle, on the other hand, gives the music new

impetus, increased by the reduction of repetitions of the recited tone.>

The remainder of the section follows the same course as before, but with subtle

modifications as one would now expect. The textural cycle continues with the three-part

rather than the two-part textures through the addition of a tintinnabuli line (lines 9-10):

Example 6 [line 9]

\ re. I
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4 Although this piece approaches a level of timelessne;s which is more extreme than in the other music
examined, the broadness of thepatterns means that there is limited scope for continual repetition.
5 Another motivating factor for the contraction may lie in the effect of expanding the pattern further; The
next logical step would be to use the F as a reciting tone against the E pedal: this would spoil the simplicity
of design by intensifying the material prematurely, and giving greater emphasis to the horizontal dimension.
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The additional tintinnabulation creates a sweeter, more plaintive sound, as the third of the

triad is present more consistently at the points of repose.

The most significant difference between the two sections is the. gradu<l!.f(:st()ration.of

the A minor triad as the focal sonority. In line 9, A again becomes theI)itchf()rJl1~~()t#c

focus, but it is underpinned by an EIB pedal sustained in the organ, reduced to a B'pedal

ill line 10. The scale of A natural minor is finally restored in line 11when the organ and

vocal quartet join together underpinned by an A pedal.6

* * * *
Section III [lines 12-19]

The final section begins with the return of the introductory material, inverted and

transposed so that the line rises from A to E. The sense of return is clear, despite

variation: the essential melodic shape, proportion and texture are the same as at the

opening:

Example 7 [line 12l

The melody which is used for line 15 provides yet another variation of the principal

shape:

Example 8- [line 15]

pp

6 In the one recording to which I have access the B pedal is not audible. The effect is still achieved,
however, through the E pedal in line 9, and the return of A in line I I
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unsupported by the tranquillity which pervades most of the work. For this reason the

effect seems to be something which has been forced onto the structure rather than coming

from within. However, it might also be argued that the design has a dynamic quality to it,

with a gradual move towards climax, and that this is an extension of that. But I feel that

the level of climax achieved conflicts with the essentially contemplative nature of the

material, and that the cut-off at the ending appears overly self-conscious in its perceived

attempt to represent continuation. Nevertheless, even interpreting this as a flaw, is not to

deny the overriding value of the aesthetic experience, and the value of this will now be

brought into focus.

* * * *

Comment

Formal Design

An den Wassern consists of three broad sections, each of which uses a similar textural

scheme and melodic cycle. The encompassing design has much in common with a

variation form, more so than Gnossienne 4, but with a broad ternary division: the middle

section provides a degree of contrast, whilst the third, through a closer relationship with

the first, gives some sense of return. It is more accurate to describe the larger structure as

A-ALA than A-B-A.

The textural scheme involves a layering of the musical fabric through the gradual

addition of organ and vocal parts. With the beginning of each section the texture is

brought back to the barest essentials, but each climax is a little more intense than that

which precedes it. Because of the extreme simplicity of the materials the textural and

registral elements become an important and affective element of change, which also have

broad structural implications.

Inherent in the design are freer, less predictable elements. Without them the extreme

formulaic quality of the principal shape could have become tiring to the ear. These

unpredictable elements come through the layering of tintinnabulation parts, which form a

variety of intervallic clashes with the unfolding linear shapes. The effect is particularly

mesmerising when the tintinnabulation shimmers in the organ part forming a loose

ostinato above and through which the melodies weave.

Tonal design

In this work we can see that there is clearly a governing tonality, or more precisely a

modality; but it is one which is ultimately established through assertion, rather than

functional progression. The way in which the tonality is expressed is crucial to the
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overriding sense of stasis, but also to the sense in which the music seems to hover:

without functional progressions to express the tonality, the central chord will never have

the level of repose able to be achieved by the final chord in a developmental work, Within

the work there is barely a sense of progression, the only movement of this kind being in

the second section, with the appearance of E and then B as reciting pitches. But for the

rest of the duration the single note A, and in the chordal textures, the minor triad built

upon this pitch, resonate throughout, being reinforced through repetition, by the

tintinnabulation and pedal points. The tonality is therefore expressed without functional

means by assertion.

Most noteworthy is the adherence to the aeolian or natural minor mode, with no

chromatic elements whatsoever. It is this fact which contributes significantly to the

tranquillity which emanates from the musical structure. Chromaticism is an important

means of creating tension, and the use of pitches outside the tonality is essential for the

more tortuous darker sentiments. This lack of chromaticism and tonal diversity brings

other elements into focus, so that what would be regarded as almost insignificant change

in a work which incorporates diverse materials becomes engaging. The natura! tension

which exists within the scale, with its particular arrangement of tones and semi-tones, and

the changing levels of dissonance between the pitches of the scale and the central pitch are

illuminated, and enjoyed.

Sentiment

This work inhabits a religious realm which is apparent without reference to Psalm 137 to

which the title alludes. The aesthetic is therefore concerned with asceticism, removed

from the constraints of desire. There are qualities of lament symbolised by the minor

modality, and the gentle shaping of the material which reaches outwards. But the mode of

experience is clearly one in which the deep calm of contemplation prevails; in which there

is a feeling of composure. The measured rate of the linear unfoldings with it gentle

undulations, the stasis created by the change on the vertical rather than the horizontal

plane, the expression of one specific tonality without functional means, and the use of the

absolute minimum of materials gives the music a restful, ascetic, and yet ethereal quality.

The effect, however, must be distinguished from those lighter sentiments such as the

mellifluous wash of much New Age music which also have timeless quality, and use

minimal material. Clearly the music penetrates a deeper, spiritual dimension. The shapes

which are formed have clarity, they feel proportioned, but within them there are strange,

elusive patterns created by the interaction of tintinnabuli and linear parts, so that we feel

an organising influence, a higher order, rather than a random collection of pleasant

sounds. All these things help to create a mesmerising experience, and yet one that leaves

the mind alert, and elated, rather than dulled.
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VI

Vidit SUUID (VI) - Stabat Mater

Francis Poulenc

Introduction (bars 1-3)

The opening passage introduces a solemn lyrical phrygian melody, over which a pedal,

formed from the chord of B minor, is articulated by slow regular pulsations in the strings.

The melody divides into two interdependent shapes which are defined by a temporal

space, and changes in colour. The first, played pizzicato by the muted double basses and

celli, is an open-ended and affective shape:

Example 1[bars 1-4]
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* The examples do not include the full scoring.

The flattened second, introduced here, is one of the most distinctive and potentially

powerful elements of the phrygian scale, and it features strongly in the movement as a

whole, contributing to some of the most poignant moments. Its appearance here forms

part of an unusual shape through resolution by a leap to the pitch G - a note which is itself

dissonant with the prevailing B minor harmony. The G is given durational stress (bar 2),

creating the temporal space, within which these unresolved affective elements of th~

shape resonate, i.e. C and G. The creation of a space at a point of tension, combined with

the continuation of the B minor chord, creates an impression of suspended motion,

coloured with anticipation, In this way the opening few notes serve their function, creating

a mood and engaging the listener.
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In the concluding half of the introductory melody there is a slight increase in pace, and

a broadening of dynamics and colour, which engenders interest to what is a variant of the

opening pattern. The change to the bow by the double basses and celli gives the melody

intensity, bringing out the dissonances A and C, and the leap of a minor sixth in the bass.

The passage culminates with a V' of B minor - the first harmonic change. The increase

in pace leading up to the cadence is initiated by the up-beat to bar 3, which also links the

two shapes together. The momentum which it creates is continued through the uniform .

crotchet motion in the melody, pushing f?rward onto the dominant. The presence of the

raised seventh degree is the first indication of a change from the phrygian to the diatonic

scale. But it is not something surprising or inconsistent with the tone of the music. From

the beginning, the presence of the B minor triad, with the flattened second degree,

suggested (or at least in no way denied) a possible synthesis of the minor and phrygian

modes, or an easy movement between the two.

Looking at the melody as a whole, it is apparent that a satisfying balance is achieved.

The temporal space divides the melody into two segments of roughly equal .proportion,

both of which are structured using the same basic shape (refer ex.I).l Its distinctive

character is created through the careful placement of a few notes. All these occur within

the scope of the phrygian scale on B. The leap from the flattened second to G is initially

an isolated moment, which, being dissonant with the prevailing texture, and contradicting

the stepwise movement from B to C, gains particular power. Gradually, although not

completely, this moment is subsequently absorbed into a linear form, mirroring the

opening melodic contour, and integrating it with the whole by resolving its dissonant

qualities; the C resolves onto D, and the G to F#:

Example 2 [melodic structure bars 1-4]
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I The phrase is a symmetrically balanced four-bar pattern, with an overlap in the fourth bar which creates
forward momentum.
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Pattern A (bars 4 -7: entry ofthe solo soprano)

The introductory feel of the opening bars is confirmed with the arrival of the solo soprano

melody at bar 4. The voice introduces a new pattern which is in 'essence formed from a

descending line, in contrast to the predominantly ascending shapes of the introduction.

The melody again divides into two complementary halves. The first half contains

within it one of the most poignant moments in the Stabat Mater:

Example 3 [bars 4-7]
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Example 4 [harmonic structure bars 5-6]
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The melody begins on the fifth degree of the tonic chord, descending by step through the

B natural minor scale. The lilting dotted rhythm is crucial to the effect, as it gives the
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melody intensity, opposing any hint of sentimentality. In the following bar there is a

dramatic shift to a minor seventh chord built on the flattened second degree (C). The third

of the chord (Eb) stands out in high relief, being given prominence in the vocal part

through placement, duration and register. Within the context, the C minor seventh chord

is a powerful event, aside from the particular melodic expression it gets here. This is

because it provides a strong clash with the region of B minor, whilst arising in a 'logical'

way, i.e., it arises from the D in the previous chord, the linear relationship making it

consistent with the manner of the passage, and the movement as a whole (refer exA

above).

The progression also draws on the thematic content of the opening, broadening and

intensifying the qualities of the flattened second degree of the scale. This progression;

however, is given particular force by its melodic shaping: the Eb is dramatised because it

is approached by a leap of a diminished fifth, rather than more directly from the D,

gaining its power by contradicting the linear motion of the previous bar.2 But also

significant in this respect, is the interval of the augmented second which is formed

between the Eb and the previous most important note - F#. The feeling of this larger

intervallic movement is over a short enough span to be 'heard', contradicting the

predominantly stepwise scalic motion heard previously. The particular articulation of the

progression, therefore, has much to do with the power of the experience.

Separating the two halves of the melody is a kind of temporal space, similar to that found

in the introduction. This gives time for the drift away from B minor to be assimilated and

enjoyed as a moment of drama within this particular context. Also in keeping with the

dynamic of the introduction, is the increase in pace which occurs in the second half of the

vocal phrase. This is largely created by a faster harmonic rhythm: four chords occur

within a four-beat period. The increase in harmonic activity is then offset by the duration

of the closing B minor triad, which is reiterated over a period' of four beats - interest at

this point is maintained in the simplest possible way, by the addition of notes from of the

B minor triad played in octaves by the harp. The time given to the B minor triad balances

the temporal space created in bar 5, and restores some sense of composure after the frantic

harmonic activity. Although this time movement is suspended at a point of low harmonic

tension, the feeling of anticipation is only subtly modified, as the metric change of bar 6,

along with the harmonic juxtapositions and the resolution of Eb by a leap, were such that

the harmonic and metric sense became unsettled;

The two halves of the melody are divided not only by spatial division and changes in

pace, but also through changes in harmonic direction. The phrase is framed by the B

2 Similarly, linear motion achieves expressive power through judicial contrast with important pitches which
are approached or left by a leap.
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minor triad with a distinct shift away from the region in the first half, and a motion bac~

again in the second. And when the harmonic structure from the last beat of bar 5 to the

last beat of bar 6 is analysed, it reveals a motion directed towards F# major, which then

becomes a dominant through the addition of the seventh (refer ex.4 above).3 The A flat

minor and B flat minor seventh chords, when enharmonically altered, can be interpreted

as secondary harmonies falling within the scale of F# major (V of B minor). The chord of

A minor occurring between the two is unstressed, and therefore it is heard in passing,

creating a smooth chromatic connection. The key of B minor has been affirmed, but this

affirmation is not achieved in a developmental way: B minor as a goal is not something

which has been significantly delayed, and neither has it been something to which there has

been strong directed harmonic motion. The movement away from B. minor at the

beginning of the second phrase occurs after the tonality has been affirmed with brevity,

and in addition the turn back again has a suddenness which is at odds with developmental

procedure.

It is apparent from the analysis that a form of symmetry exists between the two gestures of

the vocal phrase. The symmetrical design takes a loose palindromic form, creating a

dynamic arc-shaped curve which is different in kind from the formalised symmetry of the

introduction. Looked at from another perspective, the two phrases possess a differing

design of tension. With the introductory pattern the design is rriore end-directed, the

cadence chord overlapping with the beginning of the vocal phrase; the vocal phrase, on

the other hand, is self-contained, with the mid-point having much greater intensity, and

the final chord creating a degree of repose, rather than being an initiating moment. The

dynamic of the introduction is in keeping with its function, leading towards the vocal

entry, and defining a proportion. The expansive lyrical melody which follows, with its

broad harmonic sweep and lilting rhythm, then intensifies the unfolding sentiment of the

music, in part, through contrast with the more restrained dynamic of the introduction.

In considering the differences it is important not to overlook the elements which are

common to both patterns. The regular pulsations in the accompaniment, the importance of

the flattened second, the use of temporal space, and the predominance of the B minor triad

all help to mould the music into a unified musical experience. What I have principally

tried to reveal, however, are the specific features of a pattern, how they fit into the larger

musical framework, making an aesthetically valid contribution to the whole.

3 Keith Daniel, in his book Francis Poulenc: His Artistic Development and Musical Style, ( London UMI
Research Press, 1980),81, says of this progression that "it is impossible to analyze this in the given key. nor
is there any true modulation, yet the motion by half step and diminished fourth provides genuine tension,
which the final V7 - I resolves.", The harmonic analysis which I have presented above supports this view,
whilst illuminating further the way in which the level of directed motion is achieved.
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* * * *

Pattern Bl (bars 8-12 : entry of the choir)

The entry of the male choir immediately brings into focus the idea of an objective

response, a sympathetic reflection on the sentiment which has been expressed. In this

respect the effect is like that of a Greek chorus: the choir articulates the attitude of the

group, in support of the protagonist.

Example 5 [bars 8-12]
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The rhythmic and melodic ideas contained within this segment of the music are clearly

born out of the previous material:

Example 6 [relationship between bar 8 and bars 2,4,&5]

b,\.( 1
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Example 7 [relationship between bars 10-12 and bars 4-6]
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In example 6 it is apparent that the rhythm, contour and a large part of the intervallic

construction are derived from the previous music; in example 7, it is apparent that this is

true of the second half of the phrase, particularly with the use of a descending line which

extends time berween two occurrences of a single pitch. The second part of the pattern

also uses a similar harmonic progression to that of A, featuring the now familiar flattened

second (refer ex.5).4

Over this period there is a gathering of momentum which then subsides "leading into

pattern AI. The first impetus comes from the progression iadd6 - vii&5' The subtle

undermining of the tonic through the added sixth is intensified by the diminished seventh

chord, creating an open-ended progression which is suggestive of tonal change. The

presentation of the progression within a one-bar period which is then repeated, intensifies

this expectation through constraint of a potent harmonic force. The increase in momentum

created by the progression is also a product of the rhythm in the bass, which now has a

uniform crotchet motion, in contrast to the slower moving bass of the section leading into

bar 8.

In the second half of the phrase, the energy created by the repeated one-bar cell, gives

way to a more expansive falling melodic line that articulates a sideways shift to F minor.

The kind of climax which is produced by this shift, possesses the quality of release; for to
•

some extent it resolves the tensions of the previous two bars. At the same time, however,

it creates its own expectations: expectations in tonal terms for some sort of definition of

key, because of the instability that the tonal movement has created.S The movement to F

4 It is important to bear in mind, however, what the significance of these relationships are, Le", they
contribute to the character and cohesion of the work, but in both these respects of much greater significance
is the placement of these materials, and the precise form which they take. And it is for this reason that an
analysis of the music as a process existing in time is crucial to a proper understanding of compositional
choices: to notice that one part of a work is related in some manner to another, has only limited bearing on
the possible success of the work.
S With the appearance of the chord of F minor in the first version at bar 10, F minor is asserted, and it is
already being undermined by the presence of an added fourth. Furthermore there is also a hint of Bb minor,
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minor proves to be transitory, however, for at the conclusion of the pattern the music is

expanded to accommodate a further shift onto the dominant of A minor, which resolves

onto the tonic with the return to the A structure. The key of F minor is first challenged by

the omission of the fifth and the sharpening of the third to form the tonic major, which, it

will be noticed, retrospectively forms part of a cadence on the dominant of Bb minor, such

is the instability of the tonal structure (see example 5). In the subsequent chord the A flat

is reasserted, and then becomes the leading note, G#, in bar 12. The modulation isnot

something which has been prepared for, as it deflects resolution in what would have been

F minor. This is important for the section that follows. The delay which has been created

by the extension of the phrase, and the definition of the new key only with the return of

the opening vocal solo, has the effect of revitalising what is already familiar material

through the suddenness of the tonal change. Had the modulation occurred in the previous

phrase, the return of the soprano solo would not have had the same impact. In broader

structural terms we now see that the B pattern functions as a point of tonal transition and

contrast: B minor-If minor/major)-A minor.

* * * *

Pattern AI (bars 13 - IS: return ofthe soprano vocal solo)

The return of the A structure with the solo voice again in a prominent position, reveals the

spectre of isolation, a solitary grief, now all the more poignant through its n~w expression

. (refer example 8 below). Apart from the obvious interest generated from the tonal shift,

there are also other changes which give the material new life. Some of these changes

achieve impact through being heard in contrast to the preceding passage, whilst others are

heard in relation to the first occurrence of A as well, as is the case with the tonal change to

A minor.

The most immediately noticeable changes are to timbre and rhythm. The bass reverts to

slower note values articulated with the bow; there is a return to a sparser texture through

the absence of the choir; and there are some subtle changes in orchestration: the addition

of the harp idea taken from bar 7, and the replacement of flutes and a bassoon with horns.

These are the things which stand out immediately, but which are no less important for

that. A more significant change, however, when looking at the temporal structure of the

music, is the way in which the phrase contracts. The first half of the phrase is almost

identical to A, consisting of the movement i - biib7 with the same melodic articulation as

before. The second half, however, although consisting of a similar gesture, is different in

as is shown by the harmonic analysis.
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detail and proportion. The harmonic structure involves a repeunon of the - biib7

progression in condensed form, so that the pattern concludes on the dominant.

Example 8 [bars 12-15]
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When looking at this phrase it should be obvious that it is well-proportioned, yet clearly

there is nothing magical about the proportion itself that makes it this way: the duration of

the phrase is simply appropriate to the material and its location and function within the

work. The harmonic rhythm of AI is almost exactly the same as that of A, but the shorter

second half, with its half-close cadence, creates an asymmetrical three bar hypermetre

which gives the music greater forward impetus. The division and length of the phrase is

similar to that of the introduction, but the effect is quite different because the cadential

chord occurs in the next phrase rather than overlapping, and it creates a contraction of

time within the larger musical context.

* * * * .

Pattern BI (bars 16 - 19)

The music continues with a variant of the B pattern. This, however, is not followed by a

return of the A material - something which is not expected in terms of the larger scheme

which has thus far been created, but something which is important aesthetically. In fact, it
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is just at the. point where one could say the scheme was becoming predictable, that a

further variant of the B pattern occurs instead of A. Avoidance of the predictable is not

necessarily desirable, but here the design is such, that a further statement of. the AIB

pattern would be exasperating, severely diminishing the impact of the music. The reason

that this would be so is that the material has strong dynamic qualities, where climax is

essential to the. encompassing design, particularly in the latter part of the B pattern. To

simply continue the pattern would ignore the necessity for change that this particular level

dynamism creates.

The variation B I exhibits both harmonic and melodic changes:

Example 9 [bars 16-19]
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In the diagram it is evident that an important element of change is achieved through

harmonic substitutions. The French sixth replaces .the flattened supertonic as a

predominant chord, and the dominant resolution extends through bar 19 using a

suspended fourth, followed by a flattened fifth, to maintain interest over the cadential

point. The first half of the phrase features the i? - dim.? progression, this time the initial

forward impetus being, created by the addition of a flattened seventh, rather than the

added sixth. Melodically, the rhythm and contour occurs within a slightly smaller range,
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making the conclusion to the phrase sound all the more expansive. The pattern concludes

on the dominant of C# minor, and through the repetition of the B structure, this key

becomes part of a cycle of third-related tonal areas: Am-C#m-Fm. The quick succession

of keys creates a period of tonal instability, but as one would expect from a non

developmental work, this instability is used in the service of familiar material, as opposed

to forming part of a progressive motion in which thematic identity is eroded.

* * * *
Pattern B2 (bars 20-23)

The third occurrence of the B pattern at bar 20 denies expectations, as mentioned above,

but in such a way as to give greater impact to that which follows. Denial of expectation

cannot in itself create a profound or moving experience, but here it advances the

necessities of the overall design, creating an intensification of a now familiar sentiment.

The intensification of the material occurs through extension to the period of modulation,

as described above, with the added weight of textural and dynamic changes.

Example 10 [bars 20-23]
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The period of silence by the double basses in this section, in combination with the change

to the bow by the cellos, and the presence of the solo voice in the first rather than the last

two bars, gives a special focus and intensity to this passage of music.

Melodically, changes are made to the vocal range: the first two bars use a wide melodic

range, whilst the second two are very much more restrained, avoiding the expansive

lyrical qualities of the previous incarnations of the pattern. This has particular significance

for the music that follows, ensuring the expansive qualities of the A structure, which

occurs in a distinctly new form at bar 24, remain compelling.

* * * *

Ptutem Al and Bstoes« 24 - 31)

At bar 24 there occurs the first of two moments which stand out impressively within the

movement. The first is a passive, reflective moment; the second, a massive, dramatic burst

of energy: both use the A pattern. The first moment (A2) is a direct response to the

dynamic qualities of the previous passage:

Example II [bars 24-27]
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The A structure, which could initially be interpreted as a controlled, but intense

expression of unresolved grief, now momentarily becomes composed and reflective,

whilst coloured with melancholy. To express this change the descending lyrical segment

now uses the major mode for the first time in the movement, but the key of B major which

it articulates, is not defined because of the absence of the tonic. Overall the passage has a

IIlore relaxed feeling than the previous IIlusic. Contributing to this is the gentle .swinging

two-bar pattern which begins to emerge with the repetition of the melody (bar 2.4-25) at

bar 26. The gentleness of the pattern is in part due to the appearance of the major ninth,

which possesses much less tension than the minor equivalent, and this is coupled with a

progression of a fourth apart, which is innately relaxed.

Also important for the aesthetic value of the passage is the manner in which it arises.

Up until the last moment of bar 23 the key and chord which will appear in bar 24 is not

able to be fully anticipated. The final chord of bar 23 is a dominant seventh configuration,

and the mode which is used most strongly implies either B minor or C minor. However,

the progression which occurs is bVI#65_vg of B major, the change to the major mode

occurring ina subtle and unexpected way.

A2 also provides a sense of a coming together of ideas or aspects of the sentiment,

through the integration of material from B2 with that of A:

Example 12 [relationship between bar 20 and bar 25]
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The most immediately noticeable change is the joining of the chorus and solo soprano,

something which has only occurred in the B patterns so far. This relationship is made

more specific when B-derived material occurs in the baritone part (refer example 12), in

combination with the more symmetrical two-bar grouping of the phrase structure - a kind

of extension of the repeated one-bar unit characteristic of the B pattern. The mood which

is created in this passage occurs only for a short time, as in bar 27 the harmony changes to

the flattened second degree: this creates disquiet, contradicting the emerging pattern, and

thereby turning the music away from this more nostalgic sentiment.
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In bars 28-31, the B pattern (B3) returns, but in a more distant variation. The pattern has

the rhythmic outline," modulatory character and function of B, whilst featuring a B pedal

in the first half, rather than the ostinato-like pattern which occurred in the previous

sections, and being more strongly connected to the passage which precedes it.

Example 13 [28-31]
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Harmonically the music is heavily coloured, the B pedal underpinning a chromatic linear

descent. Vertically, as is evident from the harmonic analysis above, the music is moving

through E minor back to B minor with a cadence in bar 32, V, - i in B minor. The cadence

is immediately enlivened by the addition of the flattened second (C natural), beginning a

dramatic climax - the second of the two important moments mentioned earlier (refer ex.

14 below) . It can clearly be seen from the example that the material used utilises the same

basic harmonic structure of the A pattern: i-sii"-V7. Where the previous high-point was

soft and reflective, this variation illuminates the stronger tragic side of the essential idea,

unleashing the full magnitude of feeling. The orchestration, dynamics, and chromatic'

descent in major sevenths produce this intensity. Leading into the climax, the bass clarinet

6 The rhythmic outline comes from the second half of the B pattern, and it will be noticed that the expansive
falling melodic pattern does not occur here.
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becomes prominent, a sound which when used in a context such as this, is able to evoke

the dark, ominous spectre of grief and death in all its power., The full force of this

sentiment is then felt through the subsequent chromatic descent from a piercing high

register in combination with a full orchestral force.

Example 14 [bar 32-endl
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In bar 33 this pattern is repeated, but the sentiment is different. The muted cellos now play

the descending chromatic line giving it a lyrical quality, and accompanied by diminishing

orchestral forces, the music is drawn back towards the more reflective side of the

sentiment, after a moment of catharsis.

The music then subsides into a simple reiteration of the opening B minor triad, without

the fifth, followed by a final full B minor triad arranged for the chorus only. This closing

moment is a replication, but transposed, of the pattern found at the end of the first
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movement of the Stabat Mater.? It provides only a limited sense of conclusion, giving

little reinforcement of the opening key. The absence of the fifth in the B minor triad (bar

39-41) and the weakness of the final cadence (iF-i,e,) contribute to the 'openness' of the

final moment. The use of inconclusive endings is characteristic of the Stabat Mater as a

whole, and it has both functional and expressive value. In functional terms, it provides

the suggestion of continuation, ensuring that the movements are heard as moments within

a larger musical structure, although there is actually no necessity for them to be listened to

in this way: listening to this particular movement in isolation is a perfectly valid and

enjoyable experience. Expressively, the weakness of the final cadence is symbolic of the

infinite and indefinable, conveying the intangible and unresolved aspects which are an

essential part of the aesthetic experience.

****

Comment

Formal Design

Vidit Suum is made primarily from two discrete patterns, arranged to create a loose

episodic or alternating cyclic structure. The cycle which is formed may be described thus:

intro.! A B {Al B! B2{ A2 B3{ A3 A3{concluding gesture, clearly lending itself to the non

developmental style. The larger structure, indicated by the slashes, consists of four

sections, with the most dramatic climax arriving at the beginning of the fourth. Of

particular importance to the success of the design is the placement of B2, continuing the

intensification of the sentiment by creating further modulation. The return of the A section

would have allowed a previously potent melody to sound ineffectual, because the urgency

created by the second occurrence of the cycle, AlIBI, demands an alteration to the

established pattern. Alternatively one might say that should there have been a further

repetition of the AIB pattern the dynamic of the music would have been significantly

different, and it would be likely the form would acquire a greater sense of stasis.

However, the material which breaks the established pattern obviously enhances the

feeling of the 'spatial' dimension within the temporal design.

7 The material used for the B pattern, and the fundamental rhythm of the movement as a whole, are also
takenfrom the firstmovement. However, this is of little relevance for the present investigation, although it is
pertinent to note thatthe material is 'recycled' in such a manner thatit sounds to be integral to the movement,
i.e., it forms part of a strong, distinct idea. By contrast, this cannot necessarily be said of some of the
subsequentmovements which also reuse earliermaterial e.g., movements X, XI, XIT. and X (X mostly works
well). In these cases, because the material is not assimilated into a distinct idea, the resulting effect is
fragmented, the impression being that the composer is simply uninspired and short of material.
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The dynamic involves the juxtaposition of discrete moments of differing character,

with no real sense of striving toward a point of climax, although there are dramatic

moments. Both B2 and A3 produce moments of climax, but also both the A and B patterns

as such have a dynamic quality to their design. A little more, however, needs to be said

regarding the variation A3. This is a surprising moment, much more so than B2, which is

anticipated aesthetically. No such thing can be said for the arrival of A3 which appears as

a sudden uncontrolled burst of energy. It arrives in a logical way through a harmonic

connection with the previous passage, but its intensity is unexpected. Yet it is an aesthetic

delight: the unexpected quality and the logic of its relationship with the design, which

involves discrete moments that exist like different perspectives of a spatial object, happily

coexist. With A2 the situation is different: we expect a relaxation of the sentiment

.aesthetically, but the beauty of the change arises because the detail is unexpected. Both

the mode, chord, and the position on which the melody begins, contain elements of the

unexpected.f whilst arriving logically in regard to the premises of the music. This kind of

subtle change of inflection is also utilised in the introduction, and we have already seen in

Gnossienne 4 the aesthetic potential of these changes.

Tonal Design

It will be apparent that there is a strong underlying functionality to the harmonic

progressions of the music, but the piece is fundamentally composed of those broad

sequential processes which pervade much of the Stabat Mater as a whole, contributing

much to the non-developmental quality of the design. The harmonic patterning, therefore,

has little in common with developmental procedure.

Aesthetically, there are three basic harmonic and tonal qualities which are important to

the music's impact. The first is use of the broad sequential patterning just mentioned,

which contributes to the music's dramatic power by intensifying the sentiment, but

without producing the progressive qualities associated with developmental music. The

second is the importance of harmonic chromaticism to the dynamic of the music.

Chromaticism is to often regarded as ornament, something additional to the fundamental

structure of the music. Warren Werner, for example, states that Poulenc's harmonic style

is essentially diatonic.? and similarly, Keith Daniel says of his melodic, style that his

melodies always feature "an overriding emphasis on the diatonic notes", and that

"Poulenc's melodic chromaticism... tends to be overshadowed by the prevailing diatonic

8 It bears reiterating that unexpected elements such as the one described, are felt to be inherent in the
material, so that even though with familiarity one anticipates an event, it maintains its peculiarpower if it is
surprising, andyet occurs withinthe aesthetic premises of the work.
9 Warren Werner, The harmonic Style of Francis Poulenc, (Ph.D., diss., University of Iowa), .53-54,65.
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motion'v!" Now despite the truth of these observations, revealing the functional nature of

much of the harmony, they also tend to reduce the style to a diatonic essence, lending

weight to the misconception of chromaticism as ornament. But in fact the essence of this

music is the play between chromatic and diatonic elements. In pattern A, for example, it is

the chromatic harmony and melody, heard against the backdrop of the key of B minor,

which is of particular importance in the shaping of the sentiment, giving it its particular

character and intensity. Similarly, the linear chromatic descent in major sevenths of A3,

heard against a harmonic progression that has. both chromatic and diatonic qualities, is

essential to the tortuous quality of the sentiment. It will be noticed to that the chromatic

quality of the melody penetrates the harmonic core, integrating the sentiment. Finally,

tonal shifts occur which are not fully anticipated, and contribute much to the revitalisation

of familiar material. The arrival of B major in bar 24 and A minor in bar 13 are both

examples of the way in which the maximum potential of tonal change is utilised, with the

abrupt sideways shift into an unexpected key at the latest possible moment. It is

techniques such as these which are important in engaging the listener, but they do so

because they reveal the complexities of the sentiment, reflecting the subtle shifting

indefinable condition of a mental state.

Sentiment

Despite the religious associations of the Stabat Mater, the aesthetic power of this music

lies in its concern with the tragic side of life. The sense of loss with which the piece is

concerned, and the emotions that are inherent in this state, are only superficially related to

religious experience, through Jesus being the object of grief. However, for some the

particular subject matter may have added symbolism, attaining a gravity and a grandeur

through the presence of the divine element, which the music has the potential to embrace.

Nevertheless, the work does not inhabit the spiritual domain in the sense of An den

Wassem zu Babel. A passionate concern with death and the feelings of loss are emotions

which are associated with earthly desire rather than a purified spiritual state, and the

difficulty with the acceptance of our apparent finite nature.

The music, therefore, explores the complexities of grief, and through the non

developmental aesthetic we are able to see a sentiment grow in weight, but also the_

caprices of the mind as it moves back and forth between ,different perspectives of a single

powerful experience, each time one view being influenced by the knowledge of another.

Returning to earlier remarks made in Part I, we see the pertinence of the distinction

between dramatic action and dramatic sentiment is reinforced. Here we do not have a

gradual motion of change from one state of affairs to another, and in terms of the

10 Keith Daniel, Franeis Poulene: His Artistic Development and Musical Style, 64-65.
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sentiment, there is no motion from a position of grief to acceptance, or some other process

of reconciliation of opposing sentiments. What the music captures is a series of moments

giving an insight into a particular state mind through. the process of aesthetic

contemplation.
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Conclusion

The Non-developmental Style

We have seen during the course of the thesis that a number of features differentiate non

development from development. A clarification of the specific processes which

differentiate these two styles has been thoroughly undergone in chapters IT and Ill, and

further coriunenthere would be superfluous. What do need bringing into focus, however,

are the scattered observations relating to value in non-developmental music, and some of

the features which contribute to works of this kind producing powerful and enduring

musical experiences.

To begin with, the scope of the thesis was narrowed to' a consideration of works which

were felt to deliver an experience of high intensity. For a work to be of high intensity it

must in some manner encapsulate important aspects of our existence as sentient' and

mentally aware beings, exploring those things which shape our emotional and intellectual

lives. In the non-developmental works which were analysed, three broad domains were

explored: the melancholic, the religious and the tragic. The nature of these sentiments,

because of their complexity and intensity, have some bearing on the ultimate value of the

musical experience, but it is obviously the manner, or the specific way in which these

domains are explored which is of primary importance. It should also be noted that it is not

essentially the sentiment which defines a work as being non-developmental;1 what is

crucial is the particular temporal shape with its expression of the spatial dimension, so

that rather than an exploration of a state of mind which involves the gradual realisation of

one sentiment, or the gradual transformation from one to another, the subtleties of a single

sentiment become the focal point. And it is this effect of the perpetual moment which is

an essential ingredient of non-developmental music's value, allowing us to have

experiences unattainable in any other way.

In Part IT, the aim was not primarily to reveal the non-developmental qualities of

design, although this was an ingredient, but to show how the complexities and nature of

the sentiment were unfolded, and how the music was able to engage the listener, these

basic considerations obviously being interconnected. To begin with the potentials of the

opening material, i.e., its innate symbolic qualities, its character, were noted, and then the

means by which the sentiment was defined was more closely revealed. The analyses

showed that the music unfolded in such a way that there was a consistency of sentiment

and shape between each successive pattern. For each change to the patterning we were

1 As I will discuss later, however, there arecases where one cansay that the nature of thesentiment lends
itself moreto expression in one style than the other.
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able to see how new constraints were placed on the music that followed, and how it was

adapted accordingly, with alterations to metre, rhythm, contour, and texture, whilst

avoiding long range goal direction, and maintaining a basic pace and tone.

Aside from this sense of continuity, in which one element is felt to be placed in a

logical relationship with another in respect to time, other features may be isolated which

contribute to the music's success, and the power of the sentiment. Firstly, the complexities

of a sentiment may be revealed by the integration of the unexpected within the familiar, to

create moments of great beauty and effect. Sometimes it was an event that was

unexpected, and at other times it was the detail, i.e., there would be a change of inflection,

some sort of variation on the horizontal plane, or the level of intensity would be a

surprise. Now the unexpected eventually becomes expected as Meyer has pointed out, and

this may be truer for simple music than that which is more complex, because contrast

occurs within a narrower range. But the effect of a fully integrated 'moment' does not

become pale and insignificant as it becomes anticipated. It is not a matter of whether we

anticipate the event or not, but the level and kind of contrast which it produces within the

context which is of interest, so that the quality of surprise is integral to the design, not our

degree of knowledge of it. The kind of events or details to which I am referring, are those

which somehow challenge the logical flow of the music, so that they may initially sound .

new or alien, and yet are subsequently integrated into the whole, or do not fundamentally

oppose any of the music's premises. In all of this everything depends on context, and in

non-developmental music the skill lies in the ability to arrange a few materials in such a

way that some kind of clash or subtle turn or shift is created. In the music that was

analysed we saw that even the smallest element of change, such as a single element of

rhythm and interval could produce moments of profound effect as in Gnossienne 4.

Similarly, we found in An den Wassem, that a consonant, diatonic interval, could be

something of peculiar power when heard against a background of more dissonant and

'open' intervals, whereas in Vidit Suum, it was the emphasis given to chromatic elements,

heard against a diatonic backdrop, sometimes intensified by being placed in high relief,

which created a poignant effect.

Another way in which the complexities of a sentiment were revealed was through the

use of equivocal relationships. With this terminology the lasting power of the work is

.rnore clearly able to be seen: an equivocal pattern will ultimately continue to fascinate

because it defies clear definition. The use of equivocal relationships was particularly'

apparent in Gnossienne 4, with the overlapping hypermetric features, and the shifting

relationships between chords. Even in retrospect it was not always clear what precise

function one element had in relation to another. These kinds of relationships, rather than

being a sign of vagueness, or revealing a lack of clarity, represent the depth and

complexity of the idea. Art is by its very nature opposed to didacticism, the concrete, or
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the hard and fast, for it is such things as this which limit the imagination and

individualism to which art aspires and refers. Art offers a view of the world in all its

intricacies, and it is this which equivocal relationships are able to symbolise. In the

Gnossienne 4, the use of equivocal relationships is especially prevalent because of the

particular sentiment being created, with its concern with the intangibility of its reflective,

nostalgic emotional world.

Finally, in An den Wassern we saw how random elements were used to create an

element of mystery within a relatively static and formulaic structure. The tintinnabulation

was intertwined with the linear unfolding according to a strict procedure, but the

procedure itself ensured that the resulting combinations of intervals worked in an

unpredictable way. When the tintinnabulation occurred in the organ line it took on the

quality of an ostinato, but one which was in a continual state of flux, creating a mesmeric

effect. It should be noted that most of the qualities discussed here for their contribution to

the power of non-developmental, music, can equally be applied to the developmental

aesthetic, but the difference lies in the ability to arrange elements so that they produce

these qualities, whilst creating the illusion of a spatial dimension within a temporal

domain. '

Thoughts on the Limitations of the Non-developmental Style

It has been .shownthat non-developmental music is capable of exploring some of the most

profound modes of experience which can be expressed, and that the particular way of

structuring which characterises it, creates in varying degrees an illusion of timelessness,

allowing concentration on the subtleties of a single sentiment. However, of the works

analysed it will be noticed that their duration is generally short, and although the length of

a work is not an acceptable criterion for the evaluation of art, it is worth investigating

whether brevity is a factor determined by the nature of non-developmental processes. The

Stabat Mater as a whole is of course a lengthy work, but what we are concerned with here

is the length of an individual structure. Now there are also many non-developmental

works, and good ones at that, which fill a much longer time scale; for example, Satie's

Vexations, Gavin Bryars Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet, or Brian Eno's Thursday

Afternoon, the shortest of these works being half an hour in,duration. In the case of these

longer works, however, it is the kind of sentiment which is being expressed which allows

the longer time-frame. By contrast, for dramatic sentiments to be sustained over a similar

period it is unlikely that non-developmental procedures will be appropriate, for sentiments

of this sort are more likely to. tire on the ear if they are prolonged without development.

Where non-developmental music does extend for a long period of time it is highly

repetitive, and the material is particularly lacking in dynamism, so that it possesses trance

like, mesmerising qualities; a predominantly dramatic sentiment given this sort of
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treatment. would be surprising, because the very nature of drama is that it cannot be

sustained for a significant period of time, unless it involves some sort of evolutionary

process. As a result, therefore, ~here breadth of structure is concerned we may conclude

that drama is something which is more readily expressed within a developmental temporal

domain, whilst non-development lends itself more to sentiments which benefit from a

mesmeric form; for example, the contemplative, and tranquil states of mind, or a

sustained but composed grief.

Some Recommendations for Further Study

The narrative structure adopted for the detailed analyses in this thesis, although at times a

little cumbersome, has the merit of concentrating attention on the music as a process,

rather than simply a static group of interrelationships. But as well, the very fact that the

music analysed was constructed using simple means, meant that interrelationships in

many cases were self-evident, so that questions of compositional choices and the musical

dynamic became the main focus for analysis. The upshot is that the approach adopted

gives much more insight into the nature of the music, and in doing so provides a good

basis for detailed analysis, even if the narrative approach were to be applied in a less

. rigorous fashion.

Secondly, the thesis by its very nature was selective in its approach, with the

consideration of a few works in detail, although much of the analysis drew tacitly on a

more general knowledge and understanding of music, without which many of the

observations and conclusions would not have been possible. However, this study provides

but a starting point. The non-developmental style could benefit from a more general,

abstract study, considering the non-developmental principle as it occurs throughout the

history of the western music tradition, with particular emphasis placed on the different

procedures used, and a more comprehensive examination and definition of the various

modes of experience which are explored. The approach to analysis could also be extended

with reward to' the domain of rock music. To return to the opening comments of this

thesis, music of simple construction has been viewed with some suspicion over the past,

particularly within academic quarters, and could benefit much from detailed examination,

so that its merits may be revealed.
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Appendix

Example I [Stabat Mater X, bars 37-56]
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Example 2 [Stabat Mater-I]

1. Stabat mater dolorosa
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Example 3 [Stabat mater - VII]
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Example 4 [Stabat Mater - III]
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Glossary

additive process. Cellular composition, whereby a series of short self-contained patterns

are placed side by side, usually in the service of a cyclic form.

developmental process. A musical process which creates a temporal shape characteristic

of thedevelopmental style.

developmental style. Music which is characterised by a dynamic movement through

time, which in terms of sentiment, reflects the gradual transformation from one state of

affairs or state of mind to another.

dramatic action. Expression of a dramatic sentiment in music which is defined by a

sense of movement through time, involving the progressive movement from one state to

another.

dramatic sentiment. Expression of drama in music which is characterised by

concentration on a single state, so that one can say a dramatic incident or moment has

been expressed.

dynamic. Similar to 'design', but placing emphasis on music as a process rather than a

static object.

equivocation. What is mote commonly referred to as ambiguity. However, I have chosen

equivocation as the preferred term because it avoids the connotations of vagueness and

incomprehensibility which are associated with ambiguity. Equivocation occurs when

elements of the music function in more than one way (refer tonal equivocation, and metric

equivocation).

goal-directed or directed motion. A motion which creates the feeling of striving towards

a particular goal, or a point which is positioned in the future. Goal-directed motion occurs

at various levels of structure, but in non-developmental music goals only have a short

range of influence.

hypermetre or hypermeasure. The hierarchical grouping of metre which loosely

corresponds to a similar organisation of patterns; e.g., sub-phrase, phrase, section etc. The

term. hypermetre, however, directs attention towards the metric qualities of a particular

pattern or group of patterns.

instrumental texture. This refers to texture in terms of its density, sparsity and colour

(compare rhythmic texture).

metric equivocation. This occurs when material is metrically stressed in relation to one

pattern, but unstressed in relation to another; thus constituting a point of overlap.

mode of experience/originating emotion. A phrase coined by J. Middleton Murry to

characterise the nature of style. In applying this term a connection is made between the

intellectually and emotionally apprehended world, and the work of art. A work of art
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therefore expresses or encapsulates in some manner an aspect of the artists mode of

expenence.

moment. This term is used to refer to a place within a composition which has particular

poignancy, that gives precise definition to the particular or the unique within the

sentiment being expressed. 'Moment' is also used in its common temporal sense: the

context differentiates the two meanings.

non-developmental process. A musical process which creates a temporal shape

characteristic ofthe non-developmental style.

non-developmental style. Music that has a temporal structure in which an illusion of a

spatial dimension predominates, so that even though the material unfolds in time, there is

always some sense of the perpetual 'now' or moment.

pattern. A pattern is an arrangement of musical materials which is to some extent self

contained, or differentiated. In this work the term is generally used to refer phrases and

sub-phrases, but it is a term which is applicable to all hierarchic levels.

progression. A 'progression' is often differentiated from a 'succession', the former

involving directed motion, the latter non-directed motion. In this study, however,

'progression' is used to encompass both types of process - the degree of goal-direction is

revealed by the accompanying text.

rhythmic structure or identity. This refers to the basic form cifa pattern, including both

contour and proportion. For example, a motive might involve embellishment, or

intervallic change, but still have the same basic rhythmic structure or identity.

referential sonority. A type of tonal expression in which no single scale is used, but a

chord or pattern takes on some of the qualities of a tonic through its repetition and

placement.

rhythmic texture. This refers to texture as it is defined .by rhythmic movement, i.e.,

counterpoint,homophony or melody with accompaniment (compare instrumental texture).

supertertian chord. Chords other than triads built of thirds, i.e., sevenths, ninths,

elevenths etc.

temporal. space. This term directs attention towards the effect of a textural space as it
occurs on the horizontal plane.

tintinnabulation. In the tintinnabuli style of Arvo Part, this refers to a line which consists

only of the notes of a single triad. The particular order in which these notes appear is

determined by the application of a formula to a 'linear unfolding' of which the music is

primarily composed.

tonal affirmation or establishment. A key is said to be affirmed when, subsequent to

definition, it is reinforced by a strong cadential formula, usually accompanied by a

hypermetric stress.
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tonal assertion. A key is said to be asserted when its expression is equivocal or it is

undefined through the absence of functional progression or a defining cadence. However,

in non-developmental music a key or mode may be asserted and yet fully expressed (non

developmentally), i.e., a key may take on some of the feeling of an established key

through the exclusive use of all its tones without functional progression, or through the

repetition and 'placement' of a particular sonority (see referential sonority).

tonal definition. Definition occurs when the tones of a key are 'in operation', supported

by functional and cadential progressions, so that we may say that the music is in a key.

One can also speak of degrees of definition, because of the various strengths of cadence,

the deflection of goals, and the levels of harmonic and tonal opposition.

tonal development. When a key is defined or affirmed over a broad time span, with goal

denial, and/or tonal opposition, so that the expression of the key becomes a dramatic

event, the tonality can be said to be developing.

tonal equivocation. The state in which no clear key or mode is in operation, or more than

one key is suggested.
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